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ANALYSIS
East Berlin—A Turning Point in History ; Horst Wessel and the 

Future ?
The revolt of the people of East Berlin, was a  turning point in 

history. It has made clear a fact which has long been obscured 
by repression and propaganda ; it confronts not only the East 
but also the West with the necessity of decision. What are the facts 
which are now proved and admitted ?—the workers of East Berlin 
revolted and fought with their bare hands against Soviet tanks s 
that spontaneous rising set in train a  series of revolts in the occupied 
lands of central Europe which has shaken the Soviet power to its 
foundations. That is not all—these German workers marched to 
death, or a  moral victory which has changed the face of Europe, 
singing the Horst Wessel song ; they fought against Communism 
as they fought before, victoriously. I t is this fact which faces the 
West as well as the East with the necessity o f decision. When 
the East is driven out—as it must be in the end—will the West 
attempt the same repression in which the East failed ? Or will 
the West have the wisdom to reach an accommodation, a modus 
vivendi, with a faith which can no more be repressed than any of 
the vital creeds of history ; and, in a new form, which has learnt 
from experience and opportunity for deeper thinking, can be a 
force of dynamic construction in the service of all Europe. This 
is a  question which must be faced now ; because the coming period
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of political struggle will be decisive for the future, and its friend
ships and enmities will not be forgotten.

The European Movement and Ex National Socialists 
Does this simply mean a revival of the National Socialist Move

ment ? In our view it does n o t; at least it need not, and should 
n o t: it is only a mistaken and ineffective attempt to repress the 
new impulse, which can turn it back upon itself—to become again 
the explosive and destructive force of an obsolete nationalism. 
The best minds in this movement have passed beyond their pre-war 
conception ; a man who learns nothing from a disastrous ex
perience is merely a fool. They have joined with other European 
minds in the birth of a new European idea. That idea is not 
national but European ; it has passed beyond the old nationalism. 
In domestic policy too, it has learnt from past errors : this concept 
now combines authority to act, which is conferred by the people 
in their own interest during a period when action is necessary, 
with the liberty of the individual to live a full and free life within 
a declared and established system of law, without fear of arbitrary 
arrest and persecution. A movement, which always was a people’s 
movement, passes too, in industry, beyond the original corporate 
ideas—to a complete workers’ ownership, or syndicalism, in 
developed industries; which is combined with full freedom, and 
just reward, for the industrial pioneer in the creation of new enter
prises. In fact, a dynamic creed has not only purged itself of the 
vices of dynamism, which experience has proved will bring disaster, 
but has expanded to create new thought, and to reconcile some of 
the differences in old thought. On the other hand, the static 
creed of our time has so far failed to purge itself of the faults of 
inertia which will lead inevitably to collapse ; directly outside 
pressure, and the consequent armament boom, is relaxed. This 
development must also occur if that creed is to survive in any 
recognisable form : a synthesis of passed creeds, at a  higher level 
of the future, should then be possible ; and is certainly desirable. 
But the immediate and practical question is whether the established 
powers of the West will themselves try to repress the European 
faith which has now broken the iron grip of Soviet repression. 
The action of the British Government in the Naumann case suggests 
that they, at least, will repeat the error which the Soviets made. 
It is, however, just conceivable that they really believed they were 
preventing an attempt to overturn the German state by force : 
now that lengthy examination has proved that not a  shred of 
evidence exists for that belief, British Government must decide
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whether they will continue to suppress opinion, or will grant, 
in practice, the freedom which they profess in principle.

What are the Risks of Freedom ?
What then are the risks of permitting the free expression of the 

new European idea in the organisation of a normal political party ? 
It is often said that those Germans who were National Socialists 
have not really become good Europeans, but remain German 
nationalists behind the mask of Europe : it is argued that once 
they win power that mask will be discarded, and the old German 
nationalism will emerge in a bid for world power. In theory this 
is improbable ; but, in any case, means exist in practice to prevent 
it. To consider first the theory, it is unlikely that intelligent men 
will repeat the same error three times ; and no-one can deny at 
least intelligence to the younger men who have survived the des
truction of the old leadership of National Socialism in Germany. 
They would, of course, reject the suggestion that their movement 
ever aimed at world dominion, but they would readily admit that 
the Herrenvolk idea confronted them with practical difficulties in 
securing the necessary co-operation of other European peoples, 
which proved insuperable and disastrous. German nationalism 
failed twice in two wars under very different leadership ; because 
it summoned into existence opposing forces which were too strong 
for any single nation. Only fools would repeat that error a third 
time, and these men are not fools. The only alternative for Germans 
is clearly to abandon all attempt at German national dominion, 
and to seek influence and power by their ability and service, when 
they take their place within the family of Europe. In the com
munity of a family, the ablest and the most devoted members, 
who give most service to the whole, win, by force of nature, the 
most influence and the best positions : it is the family life of Europe 
which will bring supreme opportunity to the Germans ; and, 
we would add, to other peoples of the European genius, who will 
each make their diverse contribution to a greater and richer life. 
Is it so inconceivable that intelligent Germans, after the disastrous 
experience of the last forty years, should genuinely accept this 
concept of the German future ? In practice, however, safeguards 
can be secured, whose efficiency can scarcely be doubted ; all 
that is, so far, lacking is the will to establish them. Germany 
cannot attempt world dominion unless she is armed with sufficient 
modern weapons. It is true that Germany, united and free, would 
feel itself to be in a position of inferiority if it were disarmed, while 
other countries were fully armed : an agitation would then follow
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for equality in this respect as in others ; but, in conditions of 
general disarmament, Germany could be deprived of arms without 
creating any desire to acquire a burden from which others were free.

Free Elections and General Disarmament
The worst position in the economic field is to be armed, when 

competitors are unarmed : no country in its senses is going to 
strive for that fatal situation. In fact, it is plainly a part of the 
Soviet plan—to crash the economic system of the West—that 
Germany should be the only unarmed nation : German production 
would then be cheap, because it would not be burdened by armament 
costs : it would consequently undercut, in the markets of the world 
the products of America, and of all other Western countries, whose 
industries were burdened by such charges. The continuance of 
the Potsdam policy, which the Russians now propose for the control 
and disarmament of Germany, would place America and her allies 
in this fatal position, so long as fear of the Soviets induced them to 
maintain heavy armaments : it would also create a condition of 
permanent and explosive discontent in Germany. For this and 
other clear reasons we suggested in recent issues, that the West 
should propose hot only free elections throughout Europe, but, 
also, general disarmament enforced by effective inspection. The 
Soviets cannot resist reiterated demands for these great human 
benefits, if they are to retain any popular support for their posture 
as champions of freedom, democracy and peace : a refusal would 
greatly enhance difficulties in all their troubled areas, and would 
turn decisive world opinion finally against them. On the other 
hand, their acceptance of these conditions would mean that Germany 
would become free and united, without being a menace either in  
arms or trade to the rest of the world. Real freedom, Which would 
bring a sense of justice and content to the German people, could 
then be accorded to all parties and opinions in Germany, and 
elsewhere, without the risk to anyone of violence and war : modem 
wars cannot be fought without modem arms, and violence is 
impossible without its means. Free elections and general dis
armament are the strong principles by which the West can win 
this struggle of body, mind and spirit; freedom and peace are 
more than ever the strongest appeal to the heart and will o f humanity.

Present Condition of die Soviet: which Buffer ; all Europe or a 
Potsdamned Germany ?

Recent events in Russia do not diminish the necessity to come to 
grips with this problem, face to face with the Soviet ministers. The
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recent crisis is merely a  continuance of the congenital disease of 
the Soviet system—that urge of the Kremlin to “ devour its own,” 
which was examined in the historical analysis of an article in our 
June issue. There is no particular reason to believe that this is 
the decisive crisis—the end of Russian Communism has been 
acclaimed by easy optimism at every such convulsion, during the 
last thirty-five years : it is another question whether any system 
can withstand such a wasting disease indefinitely; in the end, even 
that iron constitution may have to find the cure, or succumb. For 
immediate purposes it is more important to inquire which side has 
won : were the protaganists of the new peace drive victorious, or 
“ liquidated ? ”—or was this question not at issue, but only an 
internal tussle for possession of the sacred places, the gun and the 
cash box ?—we shall soon know. In any event it is surely the 
business of Western governments to make contact with the Russians 
—to find out what is happening, and to influence events: we have no 
time for an inverted Marxism, which sits aloof and waits for the in
ternal contradictions of Bolshevism to throw life’s prizes into the lap. 
The need of the hour is for a continual striving, a spiritual athleticism 
and sustained toughness of effort to get results; we must begin to 
wrestle with the Russians for a decision inthecoming political struggle. 
If it be true that their system is toppling, it will fall the quicker if  ne
gotiations force them either to make concessions, which they are too 
weak to grant with safety, or to resist demands which are so plainly 
fair and right that negation will destroy their moral position, and in
jure the prospects of every communist party in the world. In the more 
likely'event that the Soviets are still a formidable antagonist-equipped 
with sufficient material strength (and long revolutionary experience) 
to confront us with a dangerous and protracted political battle— 
then, it is more than ever essential to seize the initiative in the 
coming struggle and, in and out of conference, to declare and 
maintain the principles of free election and disarmament. The 
result must be either to win the freedom of the oppressed European 
peoples—which is an advantage to the West, as well as a gain to 
humanity—or to place the Soviets in a position so untenable that 
a sustained and skilful political pressure can, in the end, drive them 
o u t ; ■ after an ineffectual resistance, whose failure might finally 
and fatally, injure their cause. Sir Winston Churchill has done 
his best deed in standing firm for the principle of conference, 
through illness and much opposition. Will any answering wisdom 
on the Soviet side discern that all Europe, in a free but disarmed 
world, might be a more effective buffer, between West and East, 
than a Potsdamned Germany ? EUROPEAN
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AN AFRICAN SOLUTION
THE PIROW PROPOSALS

by OSWALD PIROW
The Honourable Oswald Pirow was previously South African 

Minister o f Defence : he has held several Cabinet posts in addition 
to being well known as an eminent lawyer. A t present he stands 
aside from current politics and in the future should be in the best 
position to unite all sections o f South African opinion in a constructive 
policy. His practical proposals have, therefore, a particular interest.

HEN I entered politics nearly forty years ago, the Native
Lands Act—providing for a measure of segregation- 

had just been passed and most people were hopeful “ that the 
Native Question had now been solved” .

Some twelve years later, the hoped-for solution had proved so 
ineffective that General Hertzog considered the passing of his 
Native Bills a matter of urgent and paramount importance.

In 1936, when I had the privilege of piloting these Bills through a 
joint session of both Houses, everybody hoped that our difficulties 
had been settled for anything from thirty to fifty years. To-day, 
little more than a decade and a half later, the racial position has so 
deteriorated that I am moved to ask the despairing question : 
“ Can the White Man in Africa survive? ”

The present position results from happenings on, as well as 
outside, our own continent, the latter in this article being confined 
to Africa south of the Sahara. . The Mediterranean areas of Africa 
lie outside our racial sphere and can be regarded as belonging 
either to Europe or to the Near East.

To begin with, let us consider what has happened outside our 
continent The most important event in this connection is a change 
of world opinion in connection with colonies. From motives 
which range from gross commercialism to purest altruism, the 
world has decided that no country should hold colonies otherwise 
than as a trustee for the indigenous population.

It is, in terms of this new faith, the duty and privilege of the 
Mother Country to hand over to the local inhabitants, as soon as
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possible, “ their ” country as a free and self-governing state.
It is apparently a  matter of no importance that, e.g., the title 

of the Bantu to Southern Africa is no better than that of the 
European, or that many of the colonies concerned will not be 
ready for self-government in less than half a century, if then.

The new world doctrine was first applied in the East where the 
powers concerned had to emancipate India, Burma, Indonesia 
and other areas. None of these countries is capable of maintaining 
Western standards of government and some cannot even guarantee 
safety of life and property to their own people.

The erstwhile colonials accepted “ liberation ” as their d u e ; 
in fact, they felt that they had been “ exploited ” far too long. The 
other side of the picture, the incredible amount of blood, effort 
and treasure which the Mother Countries had expended on behalf 
of the Colonies received no consideration at all.

What, for example, the British had done for India or the 
Hollanders for Indonesia never rated a moment’s appreciation or 
gratitude. In this manner, the White man left the East, surrendering 
vast portions of the globe which had grown prosperous under his 
peace and protection.

These “ liberated ” countries together with other non-European 
states control a majority in the United Nations Organisation. 
To them the man who derives his political wisdom from the blood 
of a white fowl, or the entrails of a sacrificial goat, ranks on an 
equal footing with a member of the Mother of Parliaments.

They are at the present time explaining to the world the real 
meaning of democracy, human rights and civilisation generally. 
How much of this agitation is due to an over-sensitive inferiority 
complex and how much to inspiration and suggestion from 
Communist wire-pullers is a matter about which one could speculate 
at length. ,

One thing, however, is certain, that the East casts covetous 
eyes on Africa, and that the hundreds of thousands of Indians 
from Mombasa to Durban are not only a grave economic menace 
to the African, but also a potential Fifth Column in the conflict 
which lies ahead.

In conclusion, and before we turn to racial developments in 
Africa, I want to consider one further question in connection 
with the East, which may well be decisive on our own Continent. 
Would the White man’s fate have been the same if he had 
considered sharing responsibility with the local inhabitants ?
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In the countries which he has left or is about to leave, he accorded 
the colonial population great opportunities for self-improvement, 
but he nowhere gave them real responsibility in government.

If he had done so, the “ colonials ” might have realised not only 
what they owed to the White man, but how much they were 
dependent upon him.

Coming now to development in Africa, we find the greatest 
amount of change in the areas belonging to the British Common
wealth, viz., the Colonies, Southern Rhodesia and the Union. 
The French, Belgian and Portuguese possessions have not 
developed—or deteriorated, if you will—to anything like the same 
extent.

North of the Zambesi, the position has changed at the expense 
of the European without any corresponding advantage to the 
Native. Thanks largely to the ineptitude and irresponsibility of 
the Labour Government in Britain, the White man has to-day no 
certainty of a future for himself and his descendants in territories 
for which he has made enormous sacrifices.

West Africa has been handed over to people less civilised than 
the most backward of the “ liberated ” Asiatics.

In other parts of British Africa, secret societies imbued with the 
spirit of the leopardmen and equipped with the sabotage technique 
of the Kremlin, are attempting to reproduce Malayan conditions 
of anarchy. Everywhere anti-European feeling is being system
atically stimulated.

In Southern Rhodesia, the position is as yet comparatively 
unchanged, although certain disturbing and undermining influences 
are making themselves felt.

In the Union, a large part of the Bantu population has become 
uprooted and the general position has deteriorated accordingly. 
The disease of uprootedness is described b y . Professor Frankel 
in his 1952 Hoemle Memorial Lecture as follows :

“ The disease of uprootedness strikes everywhere in Africa 
without distinction of colour, race or creed. Like cancer it is 
a silent disease : it kills when it is recognised too late. In 
Africa the fierce forces of Western industrialism are erecting a 
superstructure which is as dazzling as it is blind to the silent 
diseases which it carries with it. The basic problems of up
rootedness in Africa are not unique, but the resistance of its 
peoples to its onward march is weaker than elsewhere—Africa 
lacks the defences provided in Europe by the gradual evolution 
from earlier associations, loyalties and social relationships ;
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the sturdy peasant, the artisan disciplined by the craft-guild, 
the justice of the peace, the squire, and the long growth of local 
government and democratic institutions. The social soil of 
Africa is shallow : the roots of modern civilisation cannot 
penetrate deep to resist the storms of circumstance ; the least 
disturbances, like the rain and the wind, create a dust-bowl 
and a desert.”

The living and housing conditions of the uprooted Bantu in the 
Union may in most cases be described as unsatisfactory. In 
many instances, they are positively disgraceful. The result is not 
unnaturally—although quite illogicaliy—a growing resentment 
towards their White rulers, against whom they are likely to demon
strate at recurrent intervals and with increasing vehemence.

This is the world and African background against which we have 
to consider the answer to the question : “ Can the White man in 
Africa survive ? ”.

Let us approach the issue by way of two subsidiary questions : 
(1) Is there room for both Black and White on our continent now 
and for the foreseeable future ? (2) Has racial antagonism pro
ceeded so far that the development which took place in the East 
is inevitable in our case ?

Both questions can, in my opinion, be answered favourably : 
Africa, south of the Sahara, can carry more than twice the population 
it does at present. It is really an empty continent when compared 
with, e.g., the East, and has vast agricultural and industrial 
potentialities.

While there is undoubtedly a considerable amount of racial 
feeling, the vast bulk of the Native population is still prepared 
to accept the White man as a guide, philosopher and friend.

The existing goodwill on both sides can still be conserved and 
extended if the Europeans are prepared to follow a policy which 
will satisfy Bantu aspirations while giving security to the White 
man, but the time for such a decision is perilously short.

Before considering the essentials of such a solution, let us examine 
certain factors which are axiomatic in connection with the relation
ship between the races :

(a) While at the present time the colour of a man’s skin happens 
to be a test of civilisation as regards the vast majority of Africa’s 
population, in fact it is no real criterion. We need only remember 
that our own ancestors two thousand years ago were at least as 
white as we are, and yet they were undoubtedly the savages of
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Europe.
(b) It is futile to imagine that equal rights can indefinitely be 

withheld from a civilised person, solely on account of the colour 
of his or her skin.

(c) Equal rights between Black and White in the same state 
must inevitably lead to a coffee-coloured race and the disappearance 
of Western civilisation.

Any policy which desires to be fair to the Native, and at the same 
time to give security to the-White man, must embody these three 
principles. There is only one solution which does that, the 
permanent division between Black and White of Africa south of 
the Sahara.

At this stage, when the Europeans still own and control the whole 
of Africa, such a policy of self-denial would be as generous as any 
act in history, not excluding the abolition of slavery.

The Native would thereby obtain a stake in Africa which he would 
undoubtedly defend against Asiatic or any other aggression, while 
the White man would build up for himself a fund of goodwill 
which will be decisive to his chances of survival in Africa. The 
Native states would be under European guardianship until they 
can stand on their own feet, but eventually would enjoy sovereign 
independence.

They would become members Of a Federation of African states 
(White and Black). As in the case of the British Commonwealth, 
they would have the legal right to secede, but mutual interest and 
common dangers may well be relied upon to make such secession 
extremely unlikely.

Coming now to the practical questions connected with the division 
of Africa, the first point that arises is, which areas will be Black and 
which White. Nature itself has supplied the answer : Two-thirds 
of Africa is incapable of supporting a permanent White population 
by reason of its climatic handicaps. As it happens, these areas 
are agriculturally by far the most valuable portions of the Con
tinent. Their other potentialities still have to be explored.

The White areas would, roughly speaking, be the highlands of 
Africa from Abyssinia to the Union, although, of course, certain 
coastal areas, e.g., those around established harbours, could not 
be surrendered simply because they are low-lying country.

One cannot at this stage speculate on partition in other than 
British territories. That is a matter to be determined by con
sultation between the governments concerned, but I am taking the
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liberty of suggesting as points of departure in the British Colonies 
the following :

Uganda to be exclusively a Native state, Kenya and Tanganyika 
to be partitioned. Nyasaland to be exclusively a Native state 
and portions of Northern Rhodesia to be added. Established 
interest will probably call for temporary and even permanent 
adjustments to the above suggestions.

As the partitioning of Africa is proposed for the purpose of 
avoiding racial friction, it follows that the Europeans will be allowed 
in Native areas only where their presence is necessary for the 
development of such areas. Conversely, Natives from the Native 
states will be allowed into White states exclusively as migrant 
labour, even if their actual presence there should extend over a 
number of years. .

So much for the general conception. We now come to the 
scheme as it would affect the Union. The Native states would 
comprise the following: The Transkei, Zululand and Swaziland 
in the east—one hopes with portions of Portuguese East Africa 
added at a later stage—and Basutoland and Bechuanaland in the 
west—one hopes with Barotseland added at a later stage.

The creation of these states would not involve an immediate 
large scale expatriation from the Union of the Natives at present 
living outside the established reserves, which prima facie and subject 
to adjustment, would be incorporated in the Bantu states.

But it would be necessary without delay to classify those Natives 
to ascertain to what extent they should be considered as permanently 
detribalised and urbanised.

The latter class would remain permanently in the White man’s 
territory, although provision would be made for their voluntary 
emigration to the Native states with full rights of citizenship and 
property.

Everything possible would have to be done to avoid creating 
the position where the Native states could either regard the areas 
occupied by the detribalised minority as their irredenta, or claim to 
speak on their behalf as is the case with the Government of India 
in respect of the South African Indians.

The policy so far outlined calls for certain long-term decisions, 
but it also demands certain immediate steps. The first of these 
contemplates immediate relief to the permanent detribalised urban 
minority, both on the ground of urgent necessity and as a token of 
good faith on the part of the White man.
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As previously stated, the housing and living conditions of most 
of these Natives are deplorable. In many cases, they are positively 
shocking. They were not created by the Europeans. They are 
part of the tragedy of Native uprootedness, but as the White man 
is the ruler of the Union, he must accept responsibility for them.

The Natives’ complaints in this connection are exaggerated, but 
they are by no means without foundation. In fact, if we view 
the position of the Union Natives as a whole, we must admit that 
under the present system they have neither a fatherland nor a 
future. At best, they are life squatters in soil-eroded reserves 
or labourers with very limited opportunities of ever becoming 
skilled workers.

The White man did not create this state of affairs and the Natives’ 
recriminations in this connection are misplaced, but, nevertheless, 
we must accept the responsibility for the necessary improvement.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to enumerate the various forms 
of help and relief which should be accorded forthwith. Generally 
the aim of the Government should be to educate and prepare 
the Bantu for increasing responsibility. Certain categories are 
however self-evident Let me mention them :

1. Native housing should be tackled on a big scale, and 
Africans should have some say in the allocation of housing loans 
and similar relief. The question of freehold title in this con
nection should be investigated.

2. Education calls for much more money than has been 
spent so far, but it should be made clear that the future held 
out to the young Bantu is one in the Native states and not one in 
competition with Europeans in the White areas. For many 
years to come, probably for at least a quarter of a century, every 
educated African will be able to find a career in helping his own 
people in the Native areas.

3. By successive stages, far-reaching powers of local govern
ment can be entrusted to the detribalised Native in bis own 
settlements. This might well involve Native police working under 
ther own officers and even Bantu magistrates dealing with local 
crime.

4. In their own settlements, Africans may well fulfil the 
functions of Justices of the Peace and be granted powers of 
recommendations in connection with exemptions from Pass Laws, 
as well as other far-reaching responsibilities.

5. As the Union Parliament abandons its jurisdiction over the 
Native states, provision would have to be made for the representa
tion of the detribalised Native minority. It is suggested that this 
should take the form of a direct qualified vote on the European
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roll, but I cannot imagine that such a course will commend 
itself to any of the political parties. European opinion may, 
however, accept a form of representation similar to that at 
present accorded to Natives in the Cape.

The steps outlined above are merely examples and many others 
readily suggest themselves. Their exact scope and nature are im
material as long as the present evils are eliminated and the Africans’ 
faith—and I am speaking here of the reasonable Bantu and not of 
the professional agitator—in the White man is restored.

I might add that as these Natives will be with us permanently, 
their position will no doubt be reviewed by each generation of 
Europeans in the light of public opinion as it then exists. This 
may in the course of time lead to much greater concessions than 
those outlined by me.

Their friends will, therefore, be doing them a service by advising 
them to accept the maximum which public opinion is to-day 
prepared to grant and hope for increased liberality at a later 
stage, when the greater proportion of the Natives to-day represented 
in the Union Parliament will have become citizens of autonomous 
or semi-autonomous states.

From the proposed constitution of the new Native states, it is 
clear that the transfer of the Protectorates to the Union is a necessary 
condition precedent for their creation. To anybody who will 
take the trouble to acquaint himself with the background of the 
National Convention and the South Africa Act, the Union’s claims 
to Swaziland, Basutoland and Bechuanaland are irrefutable.

Britain has never maintained otherwise, and in 1938 when I  saw 
the then Secretary for Dominion Affairs, Mr. Malcolm Macdonald, 
as also in 1939 when the Under-secretary, the Duke of Devonshire, 
came to South Africa, plans were being prepared for a joint 
administration which would develop into a  transfer.

Since then, thanks to the fact that the question has become a 
party political issue of the first magnitude with all its attendant 
bitterness, feelings have been aroused overseas which no British 
Government dare disregard. I t seems clear that the present Cabinet 
will never succeed in persuading Britain to part with the 
Protectorates.

Our case would, however, become overwhelming if the Govern
ment and the Opposition would agree on a wise and generous 
Native policy and demand the transfer for the purpose of 
implementing that policy.
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The actual development of the Native states would, in any case, 
be supervised by an Advisory Board and Britain might well be 
offered a seat on that body so that the British Government could 
be kept informed at all times.

One hopes that in due course the Rhodesias, the British Colonies, 
and the other African colonial powers will adopt the scheme of 
Black and White states, in which event the personnel and scope 
of the Advisory Board would be expanded accordingly.

While the immediate relief to be afforded to the permanent 
minority in the Union is exclusively a matter of government 
responsibility and action, the above-mentioned Advisory Board 
would be consulted on all the long-term planning necessary for 
the constitution and development of the Native states.

These plans would deal with an infinite variety of matters, but 
some are so urgent as to deserve mention :

1. Soil conservation and improvement are of greater import
ance in the eroded reserves than anywhere else in Southern 
Africa. It might become necessary to conscript Native youths 
for this purpose along the lines of the pre-war S.S.B. The 
discipline and training involved would be welcomed by most 
of the older generation of Africans.

2. The education and training of the immense administrative 
staff necessary for Bantu self-government should be taken in 
hand at once. Careers on the highest levels would in due course 
become available in the Native states both to the citizens of those 
new states and to the minority in the Union.

3. Higher education and university training would be neces
sary for the purpose of building up a  Native civil service as well 
as for the general needs of the new states. I  suggest two uni
versities to be considered : one in the eastern state — which 
I  shall call, quite unscientifically, the Zulu-speaking areas — 
and one in the western — Sotho-speaking — state.

4. The Native states will require their own harbour and 
transportation services, although much can be done by co
ordinating and extending existing facilities in the White man’s 
territory.

5. Large scale irrigation works will have to be undertaken, 
more particularly in Zululand and Bechuanaland. The Transkei 
and Zululand represent some of the best agricultural land in the 
Union even if neglect and mismanagement have reduced the 
ground to a very low present level. Bechuanaland is mainly 
ranching country, but the great rivers in the north present 
possibilities which do not fall far short of the Schwartz scheme.

Generally it may be said that the total agricultural possibilities 
of the Native states will not compare unfavourably with those
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of the remainder of the Union. Their industrial potentialities 
should be investigated forthwith.

6. The adjustment of the boundaries between the proposed 
Native states and the Union, the former automatically taking 
in all existing Native reserves, will be a matter of great delicacy 
and great difficulty. It will be a process stretching over many 
years and calling for great mutual sacrifices.

A very complicated problem will be presented by the transfer 
of legislative and executive authority from the Union Parliament 
to the corresponding body in the Native states. There will have 
to be, of necessity, an interregnum period in this process and for 
that time I  suggest that a South African Privy Council be the 
governing body.

Such an institution could easily be created out o f the existing 
Governor General’s Council. It would include all ex-ministers— 
who might be regarded as elder statesmen—and such men of ability 
and distinction as the Government of the day wanted to honour.

It would function by way of specialised committees and Africans 
could be included on that dealing with the Native states. Other 
committees could deal with Foreign Affairs and such matters as 
should be kept out of party politics without, however, in any way 
affecting the powers of Parliament or of the Executive.

Finally, in connection with the details of separate states, we 
come to the question of what the scheme will cost.

Frankly, I do not know, and I do not believe that even widely 
approximate figures can be worked out. Let us assume an amount 
of 500 millions—what the last war cost us—or let us double that 
figure. Is the maintenance of White civilisation in Africa not 
worth it ?

In any case, we only pay the interest bill and if all the overseas 
talk about assistance to backward areas is sincere, that bill should 
not be very high.

Ultimately, of course, the Native states will have to take over 
part or the whole of this indebtedness as their national debt. But 
even if they do not do so, a large percentage of the money will have 
been spent in South Africa for the benefit of our industrialists 
and others. The question of finance must remain a minor con
sideration when the whole future of the White man is at stake.

The division of Africa involves prolonged consultation with all 
the powers which have colonies on our continent and this may well 
be a long and tedious business, but the British Commonwealth,
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or rather its African part, can move with much less delay.
The Union, of course, can and should set the ball rolling forth

with. Action by us involves two factors : First, agreement between 
the political parties, and secondly, consultation with the Natives.

There is much talk about taking the Native question out of 
politics. Will Mr. Strauss ever accept Dr. Malan’s “ apartheid” ? 
Will the Prime Minister ever agree to the United Party policy, sup
posing it can be reduced to intelligible terms ?

The answer in both cases is in the negative, but they might very 
well meet on the basis of separate Black and White states. The 
scheme is fair; in fact extremely generous to the Bantu, and it 
gives adequate security to the European.

Consultation with the Natives is not such a  simple proposition as 
it sounds. Who are the Native leaders ? One cannot imagine the 
big tribal chiefs accepting the “ defiance ” committee as their rep
resentatives. On the other hand, these chiefs do not represent the 
detribalised minority who will always be with us. To be on the 
safe side, consultation will have to be on the widest possible basis 
and conducted in the most generous spirit possible.

The only type of leader who will definitely have to be excluded 
from recognition is the man who demands that the White man 
should leave Africa. In the interests of the Africans themselves, 
that type of dangerous irresponsibility should not be encouraged 
by recognition.

I have said nothing about the Indian and Coloured questions, 
although they undoubtedly complicate the relations between Black 
and White.

The former is a matter for negotiation with the British territories 
to the north. The latter calls for the constitution, on a voluntary 
basis, of a Coloured state, but is outside the scope of the present 
article.

I reply now to the question which began this article : “ Can the 
White Man in Africa survive ? ” The answer is : Yes, he can 
survive, provided he is prepared to give the Black man his share 
of the African Continent. Give the Bantu a  homeland, help him 
develop it and you will have a valuable ally against trouble from 
within and attack from overseas.

Suppress him or allow things to develop by laissez faire — and 
your years on this Continent are numbered.
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LETTER FROM ROME
by FRANCIS LANE

ROME this year has had its share of the unfriendly June weather, 
so that while on June 2nd the Anglo-Saxon peoples were 

crowning their Queen, Republican Day here was being celebrated 
with a military parade along the Via dei Forii Imperiali (echoing 
a past from Nero to Mussolini) in a rain which Romans could 
only blame on the atomic bombs.

The month of June passed and finally the true Southern sun 
appeared, the week-end exodus to the Lido began and the ritual 
of summer had started all over again, while the walls of the city, 
covered through May by a mass of paper advertising the political 
beliefs and disbeliefs of Left, Right and Centre, cleaned over
night, were redecorated by eye-catching enticements to sample a 
certain vermouth or the favourite soap of Gina Lollobrigida.

Soon afterwards the Galleria in the centre of Rome, which 
for six weeks prior to the elections of June 7th was the chief 
debating ground for the Roman crowds who play their part no 
less noisily than their ancestors did in a Shakespeare play, priding 
themselves it would seem more on their oratory than on their 
political credo, became once more the place where tourists are 
trapped into exchanging their dollars for false currency, or where 
at a terrifying moment around mid-day the newsvendors suddenly 
appear as if from the columns themselves and cry out their news 
as excitedly as if they were announcing the end of the world, or at 
least a coup d’ita t at Montecitorio, the Parliament House across 
the street.

As a matter of fact there has been something approaching a 
revolution in Montecitorio in the last months, for in Italy the political 
mood has changed since last Palm Sunday when the Senate hurried 
through De Gasperi’s ugly electoral reform amid the protests of
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Left and Right. But the new law did not function after all, and 
while the new parliament goes into recess for the summer its leaders 
must do some very serious thinking and make up their minds whether 
they are going to let Italy follow the footsteps of her cousins across 
the Alps, whether in fact Montecitorio is to be as fluid a parliamentary 
seat as the Palais Bourbon.

The only immediate conclusions which can be assumed from 
the results of the voting on June 7th are to be seen in the undoubted 
advance of the Left-Wing bloc—an increase between Togliatti’s 
Communists and Nenni’s Socialists of nearly two million votes 
(in an electorate of thirty million of which ninety-two per cent, 
voted), at the expense of De Gasperi’s Centre coalition of Christian 
Democrats, Republicans, Liberals and Social Democrats. Even 
the “ victors ” themselves have been surprised by this sudden 
swing left.

Pietro Nenni, winner of the 1952 Stalin Peace Prize and the only 
"non-Communist” to stand amongst the guard of honour at 
Stalin’s funeral, is now more than ever the dark horse of Italian 
politics. Although still allied to Togliatti, there is always the 
possibility that he will break away, if only outwardly, and if not 
join a Centre coalition, then at least prepare the way for his “ Social
ist Alternative "  witn an eye to future elections. Nobody ever really 
took Nenni seriously. Perhaps his chief fault has been that he 
never really took himself quite seriously enough. Certainly he 
will now have the chance to make up for time lost.

One of De Gasperi’s coalition parties is formed by the Right- 
Wing of the old Socialist group, the Social Democrats. Their 
leader, Giuseppe Saragat, soon after the elections, tried to save 
his face (for he had lost his voters to Nenni’s truly Socialist party) 
by arranging a marriage between Socialism and Christian Democracy. 
But De Gasperi evidently felt that his ten million voters would not 
want him to go Left any more than Right, while Nenni, not being 
on good terms with Saragat anyway, was not yet ready to play for 
power and preferred not to risk losing the support o f his newly 
won public, the more educated working class and the intellectuals, 
who voted for him as a compromise between their social conscience 
and their fear of Moscow intervention.

De Gasperi, then, is left with the problem of coping with his 
own Christian Democrats, to say nothing of the backroom boys 
of the party from Catholic Action, who have one foot (if not two) 
firmly planted in the Vatican City. Even amongst his own party
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members there is evidence of a schism. One wing, led by his un
popular Minister of the Interior, Scelba, will certainly not have 
much say in the new cabinet, while the other side will, under the 
leadership of Picdoni, who is the most likely successor to De 
Gasperi. He opposed the notorious electoral law and was able to say 
“  I told you so ” when it failed to function, and the Centre did not 
get its fifty per cent plus one of the votes which, by the law, would 
have given them a considerable bonus of seats.

Foreign reaction has centred around two aspects of De Gasperi’s 
personal defeat: that the Italian public are not as enthusiastic 
about close Italo-American ties as Mrs. Luce, the new U.S. 
Ambassador, would like, and that De Gasperi had put all his faith 
into the European Defence Community, although a third of his 
electorate have demonstrated by their vote for the Left that they 
do not want Italy to be involved in it. He can no longer say he 
has a mandate to take his country into any close union with either 
the United States or the rest of Western Europe.

While politics held the day in the Galleria, the Villa Borghese 
Gardens during May and June were the rendezvous for a  crowd 
of excited art “ fans,” among them a rather surprised Roman 
population who, perhaps on their way to the Zoo or a  romantic 
encounter, were confronted with the signs PICASSO  before the 
Museum of Modem Art, and chose instead to venture inside, maybe 
for the first time in their lives, to see an exhibition of modem art. 
As has been pointed out by a perhaps envious Giorgio De Chirico, 
Italian veteran of modern art who is now content to paint pretty 
oils which he keeps hidden in his Piazza di Spagna apartment, 
this amazing seventy-two years old Spaniard has done what few 
artists in history have achieved — he has had a “ box office” 
success.

Cocteau, the enfant terrible o f Picasso’s early Parisian days, 
who has now become respectable enough to tour European cities 
and have charming “ conversations ” with elegant audiences, recently 

. swept on to the stage of the Eliseo Theatre here and told Roman 
Society that Picasso is no mystery-man or trickster, but an artist 
as human as Leonardo or Michelangelo. Added Cocteau, to the 
delight of his listeners, “ When you see a Virgin painted by Raphael, 
you don’t say ‘ There’s a Virgin ’ but ‘ There’s a Raphael ’ ; when 
you see the Lady with Pearls by Vermeer, you don’t  say ‘ There’s 
a  lady with pearls’ but ‘ There’s a  Vermeer’; so, when you see 
a  painting of a lady whose eye is not exactly where it should be,
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you don’t say ‘ My, there’s an anatomical illusion ’ but ‘ There’s 
a Picasso ’ ! ”

The exhibition in Rome (and Milan) was not as representative 
of Picasso’s whole work as the one in London at the Institute of 
Contemporary Arts in 1951. But it was not meant to be a resume 
of the artist’s career. Those who know Picasso’s work no longer 
need to see the Blue paintings, the Harlequins, the Cubist pictures, 
as well as the neo-Greek vases, African pottery and the very 
Provencal VHomme au Mouton. We have his past in our mind ; 
what we want to see is his present, the very actuelle voice of the 
man who says it is not enough to p a in t; the man who, strolling 
one day near his home in the South of France and seeing an old 
man who had fallen asleep while painting an orange, picked up the 
fruit, ate it, muttering mischievously “ What a  strange idea, to  
paint an orange.” For Picasso, it is not enough to paint oranges 
and lemons, any more than it is enough to paint ladies with one 
eye or musical clowns. This man is living his epoch and therefore 
has to tell a contemporary story. That is why the Romans are 
flocking to see his exhibition and come away excited by what they 
have seen, even if they have not understood everything.

Of all the works shown, from vivid Mediterranean landscapes 
to portraits of his own children, the most memorable were the two 
large pictures War and Peace, which it has been Italy’s privilege to  
see before they take their place in a Provencal church. An 
American student, hurrying through the exhibition one day when 
I was there, dismissed these two canvases casually as slovenly 
painting, Cocteau, however, told us that Picasso had repainted 
those awesome black warriors and gentle blue figures sitting under 
the Tree of Peace’s forbidden paradise at least fifty times before he 
was satisfied. No, these paintings are not a  spontaneous emotional 
reaction to war as the Guernica was — rather are they carefully 
studied and intellectual metaphors physiques of the most abused 
ideal of our or any time — PEACE.



THE MACHINE AGE 
PEDAGOGUE
by DENIS GOACHER

CRITICISM of criticism is a thoroughly drab and dispiriting 
task and should be undertaken only if one is convinced of 

the immanent danger in an offending work. The purpose should 
be to act as a burglar alarm sufficiently insistent to awake the 
unwary, sleeping victims, which victims inevitably form the great 
majority of the reading public. It is obviously unsatisfactory 
to despise the victims for their somnolence : if we merely consider 
that section of the public so fatuously described as ‘ highbrow,’ 
its squalid diet of anthologies, ‘ take it easy ’ guides to ‘ modern 
thought ’ and, in extreme cases, pruned versions of the more verbose 
classics, is clearly calculated to induce torpor*. When a vast 
educational machine like the B.B.C. commissions, and gives con
siderable publicity to, a translation of * The Canterbury Tales ’ into 
modem English, the cultural nadir is not far distant. This sort of 
thing does no good : the consumers of such a tasteless dish (who 
had intended to read Chaucer one day) are convinced they have

* A recent review in the New Yorker informs us that for “  250 dollars, one can 
now buy a  hundred pounds o f Great Books : four hundred and forty-three 
works by seventy-six authors, ranging chronologically and in several other 
ways from Homer to Dr. Mortimer J. Adler, the whole forming a mass amounting 
to thirty-two thousand pages, mostly double column, containing twenty-five 
million words squeezed into fifty-four volumes. The publisher o f this 
behemoth, which cost almost two million dollars to produce, is the Encyclopaedia 
Brittanica, which is jointly owned by Senator William Benton of Connecticut 
and the University of Chicago.. . .  The novelty of the set and to a large extent 
its raison d 'itre  is the Syntopicon, a  two volume index to the Great Ideas in 
the Great Books. The Syntopicon (“ collection of topics ”) was constructed 
by a  task force commanded by Dr. Adler, who also contributes 1,150 pages 
o f extremely dry essays on the Great Ideas, o f which, according to his census, 
there are exactly a  hundred and two.”  One is reminded of the burden of 
certain advertisements — * This could happen to YOU ’. I t should further 
be noted that Dr. Adler runs * The Institute for Philosophical Research,’ an 
enterprise largely financed by the Ford Foundation.
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been served the kernel of the matter and no longer feel guilty for 
having neglected the original. Perhaps justice obtains after all — 
as someone once said, ‘ the man who can not be bothered to master 
the comparatively small glossary needed to read Chaucer deserves 
to be shut out from the company of good books for ever

This miserable state of affairs has produced, and been aggravated 
by, a new type of educator, or rather (since no doubt the species 
has always existed) the type has been thrown into greater promin
ence. The machine age pedagogue has much in common with 
the company director : a mind like a filing cabinet and a dismally 
inappropriate talent for statistical analyses of * trends * and 
‘ movements

He is the kind of man who, after seeing a play, will give you a 
perfect little precis of the p lo t; or, after walking round an art 
gallery, will have neatly stored away in his head the name and 
date of each picture and painter ; accompanying each datum he 
will have a judicious assortment of received opinions of the work 
of art and its maker. Occasionally, in addition, this mechanical 
mentor will have the full complement of senses and the ability 
to understand— but such gifts from God are rare.

Connected with and complementary to this bureaucratic 
' educationist ’ we seem to be witnessing the dawn of what may 
be a new era of periodical publication and, as one might have 
expected, that dawn has broken in the U.S.A. A new magazine 
called Diogenes—a Quarterly Publication o f the International Council 
For Philosophy and Humanistic Studies—has appeared, the second 
venture of this kind to be launched by ‘ Intercultural Publications 
In.,’ which authoritative sounding organisation is financed by 
the Ford Foundation. We have long been familiar with the 
burnt offerings of those industrial giants who crown a  lifetime 
of achievement in Big Business with huge endowments of 
hospitals, universities and ‘ cultural ’ institutions, whether with 
the object of buying a seat in heaven is irrelevant: certainly these 
propitiations have much in common with bequests to the Church 
in the Age of Faith. Now, however, this benevolence has extended 
to the comparatively humble sphere of ‘ highbrow’ periodicals. 
Rising costs and lack of support have almost driven the journal 
of limited appeal out of the literary scene and so, whatever the 
deeper implications of their appearance, the arrival of these two 
handsomely produced quarterlies of low price is very welcome.. 
Not that there is anything * limited ’ about the distribution of these
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two : because of their commercial backing and connections they 
have agents throughout the world and are even translated into 
several of the main European languages. This, then, is indubitably 
something new.

Knowing the conservative tendencies of ‘ Foundations,' we are 
not surprised by the respectable ring of the names on the editorial 
board and list of contributors of the first number of Diogenes. 
Even less surprising, after reading through much excellent material, 
to come upon an article blandly entitled, ‘ Poetry in Europe, 
1900-1950’ signed C. M. Bowra. The energetic Vice-Chancellor 
of Oxford University, with his exceptional linguistic ability, and his 
great success as a chairman of committees, approximates, in many 
respects, to the type of modem ‘ educator ’ outlined above. Peren
nially lighthearted, he has marched determinedly through the 
jungle o f modem European poetry, confidently dispensing judgment 
and influencing the literary tastes of an alarming number of people. 
It is easy to imagine him flipping through the files stowed in his 
cranium and, as a normal part of the day’s work, briskly settling 
down to the task of expositing the poetic achievements of the last 
fifty years, sans gene and effortlessly.*

Sir Maurice’s argument is vitiated from the very beginning 
because, although he is committed to write about European poetry, 
the history of poetry in the English language since 1900 cannot 
be discussed except in relation to America, albeit with regard, 
for the most part, to expatriate Americans. It is true he cites 
T. S. Eliot, but only to infer that being of American origin he does 
not strictly qualify. His most glaring omission is Ezra Pound, 
for reasons he has made clear elsewhere. This kind of ‘ zoning ’ 
now serves no useful critical purpose : he rightly includes Russia 
as being culturally European but the intervention of an ocean does 
not make America’s cultural source less obvious. No doubt he 
did not feel equal to surveying American poetry, although he does 
not question his competence in the field of his choice.

Quite early in this article Sir Maurice writes, “ The history of 
poetry in this first period falls into two main movements, which 
differ greatly from each other and look like action and reaction, 
thesis and antithesis. If the first element is Symbolist, the second

* I t should be noted that America (where this species of ‘ educationist ’ has 
reached the summit of its evolution) has, in its adjectival form, been used on 
at least one occasion by Sir Maurice as a term of disdain.
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is anti-Symbolist and may for convenience be called Modernist.” 
One strongly doubts if any critic can afford the ‘ convenience1 

of such a term as Modernist. It reminds one of nothing so much 
as the maiden lady confronted with a specimen of art nouveau. 
Such deplorable words are a striking feature of contemporary 
academic criticism and indicate a certain squeamishness about 
the hurly burly of modern art which does the offender no credit. 
Just as suspicion is aroused by the man who lazily disparages 
something as ‘ phoney,’ so one’s eyebrows begin to rise on hearing 
‘ modernist ’. Fully to appreciate its peculiar vulgarity one should 
try to imagine, say, a Jacobean bibliophile describing the poetry 
of John Donne as modernist : however, this is a minor blemish 
compared with the use to which he puts his terms.

Sir Maurice proceeds to reel off a string of ‘ Symbolists ’— 
Yeats, Valery, George, Rilke, Blok, Jimenez and several others — 
saying, “ This noble company is surely comparable to that of the 
great Romantics a century earlier.. . .  Good as much of the 
poetry of the middle and later parts of the nineteenth century is, 
it lacks this richness and fullness, this sustained achievement, this 
impressive majesty.” Interesting to learn that Baudelaire, Rimbaud, 
Browning, Swinburne, Hardy, Hopkins lack this “ richness and 
fullness, this sustained achievement, etc.” : and one would dearly 
like to know in what category Rimbaud would be p u t ; he is an 
accredited Symbolist but, despite his dates, might he not be for 
Sir Maurice a ‘ Modernist ’ ? Further down the page we read, 
“ The great Symbolists have nearly always written well because 
they have a clear idea of what poetry ought to be and because 
they have devoted themselves to it as a single ideal with no dis
tracting reservations that they ought to be doing something 
else”.

And I suppose poets who aren’t Symbolists write badly because 
they have no clear idea of what poetry ought to be and allow 
themselves to be distracted ? If Sir Maurice’s statement means 
anything at all it infers that non-Symbolists, when they write badly, 
do so because they lack the ‘ clear ’ idea of what poetry ought to 
be. The main error here is linguistic. There is no such thing as 
a single ‘ clear idea ’ of what constitutes or should constitute 
poetry: there are merely various notions and hypotheses. Sir 
Maurice’s assumption is a hangover from the Nineties ‘ Cult 
of Beauty ’ attitude to the arts. If  Homer, Dante, Shakespeare 
or Donne had speculated on the abstraction of ‘ what poetry ought
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to be,’ it is certain that they would have come to very different 
conclusions. It is necessary to labour this point because 
such blindly accepted assumptions serve to further befuddle the 
wits of the redeless. As to the ‘ reservations that they ought to 
be doing something else or something more ’ there is no evidence 
to suppose that any good poet’s work has, of necessity, suffered 
from such ‘ distractions So far then, Sir Maurice has thrown no 
light on why ‘ Symbolists have nearly always written well ’ (if, 
indeed, you accept that proposition).

The very next paragraph begins, “ This achievement is much 
more than a mystery of technique or an ability to say correctly 
what has to be said. It means that the poet works at a truly 
creative and imaginative level because he knows what poetry is 
and confines himself to its authentic manifestations.”

One marvels again at the airy, confident tone which bestows 
an appearance of neatness and precision on these muddy, meaning
less sentences. No achievement could possibly surpass “ a mastery 
of technique and an ability to say correctly what has to be said ” : 
all artists spend their entire fives striving towards precisely those 
ends. And no artist has succeeded in consistently saying correctly 
what has to be said, what he, the particular artist, has to say. But 
of course “ to say correctly what has to be said ” sounds much too 
prosaic a description of the artistic process, and that is precisely 
what Sir Maurice is banking on : by this trick he can infer that 
the ‘ symbolists ’ work on a much more mysterious and marvellous 
level than can be characterised as ‘ saying correctly what has to 
be said ’. Perhaps that level is more marvellous and mysterious 
but still, at their best moments, they could do no more than ‘ say 
correctly, etc.’. I’m not suggesting that this trick is consciously 
employed by Sir Maurice ; it is the kind of trap which men set 
for themselves by improper, careless use of language. Similarly, 
I  think I have made it clear that the Symbolist does not work ‘ at 
a truly creative and imaginative level because he knows what poetry 
is ’ \ his cult does not favour him, more than any other ‘ ist,’ 
with an absolute insight into the poetic mystery. Neither is he 
(the Symbolist) exclusive in that he ‘ confines himself to its authentic 
manifestations ’ : if the gluey, pompous phrase means anything, 
every good poet thus ‘ confines ’ himself. Perhaps only a deep 
pessimism can fortify one against the depressing fact that the 
strictures of Schopenhauer, have not yet taken effect: the 
Schopenhauer who wrote, “ A ll. these endeavours to put off the
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nascetur ridieulus mas— to avoid showing the funny little creature
that is bom after such mighty throws — often make it difficult
to know what it is they really mean----- And what is at the bottom
of all this ? Nothing but the untiring effort to sell words for 
thoughts.. . .  I  say they are only half-conscious, because they 
really do not themselves understand the meaning of the words 
they use: they take words ready-made and commit them to
memory___ This is the explanation of that palpable lack of
clearly expressed thought in what they say. The fact is that they 
do not possess the die to give this stamp to their writing ; clear 
thought of their own is just what they have not got. And what 
do we find in its place ? — a vague, enigmatical intermixture of 
words, current phrases, hackneyed terms and fashionable ex
pressions. The result is that the foggy stuff they write is like a 
page printed with very old type." ‘ They,* to whom Schopenhauer 
was referring, were 1 commonplace authors ’.

A little further on in his essay, after an extended ‘ appreciation * 
of the Symbolist * achievement,’ Sir Maurice writes, “ The Move
ment which I have called Modernist was in its origins anti-Symbolist, 
and such it has remained in its efforts and achievements. To the 
Symbolists it owes little more than its belief that poetry should 
be itself and nothing else (my italics), and even to this it has not 
always been faithful.” How often has one heard that italicised 
phrase echoed ? and how seldom has the echoer defined his 
meaning. Who would not be intrigued to learn of the poetry 
which is something else but itself ? If one uses the Socratic method 
with the purveyors of such parrot talk, invariably the discovery 
is that the poetry which is ‘ itself and' nothing else ’ is the poetry 
he, the echoer, personally prefers. The whimpering, subjective 
belief posing as calm, objective statement. Once launched on this 
treacherous track Sir Maurice ricochets along the rails to complete 
disaster — “ If the Symbolists believed in a transcendental order, 
the Modernists do not look beyond the common world and make 
even their religion a business of every day ” ... A true Englishman, 
Sir Maurice prefers religion kept for Sundays. “ If  the Symbolists 
exploited a grand manner, the Modernists delight in being colloquial 
and use even slang when it suits their purpose. I f  the Symbolists 
found support and sustenance in a living past, the Modernists 
confine themselves to the immediate present and th e ' transitory 
hour.” As though mildly intoxicated Sir Maurice continues to 
pile up these cheerful antitheses. Of course ‘The Waste L a n d .’
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‘ The Cantos,’ ‘ For the Time Being ’ ‘ do not look beyond the 
common world ’ ! Eliot, Pound, Lorca, Seferis have not ‘ found 
sustenance in a living p as t’ ! Eliot’s and Auden’s religion is 
merely ‘ a business o f every day ’ ! and Sir Maurice’s prize 
exhibit Modernist Edith Sitwell always confines herself to * the 
immediate present and the transitory h o u r’ ! It is difficult to 
believe that anyone could be so unaware of the infirm ground 
beneath his feet.

On the following page we approach the climax : “ If in England 
the master (of Modernism) has been a man of American origin, 
T. S. Eliot, it has had its indigenous champion in Edith Sitwell 
Poor Mr. E lio t; it is not entirely idle to wonder how far his 
Christianity has been determined by the dubiety of his colleagues. 
Was there ever such a case of a  fine writer bedevilled by the 
company he has, willy nilly, been obliged to keep ? What with 
sitting on poetry platforms with Edith Sitwell and dividing drama
turgic laurels with Christopher Fry he must be well exercised in 
the lessons of ‘ patience and humility ’.

In a further attempt to describe the characteristics of Modernist 
poetry Sir Maurice writes, “ it demands that, however unusual 
a state of mind may be, we should not falsify its representation 
by making it conform to ideas of what it ought to b e ”. This 
statement is so loose that it could as easily apply to the Symbolists. 
“ Truth is a first duty, and the poet must express it poetically, 
giving all the shades and associations which he himself finds in 
a situation.” What, one asks, have these flaccid generalisations 
to do with ‘ Modernism ’ ? in so far as they have any meaning 
they apply to any kind o f poetry. “  Of course this may lead to a 
formidable complexity, which is largely responsible for the reputation 
of obscurity from which modem poetry so often suffers.” I  can 
imagine many a poet indignantly, and rightly, asking what more 
ample reservoir of ‘ obscurity ’ can be found than Symbolist poetry. 
It would be possible, but I  think not necessary, to multiply many 
times these examples of Sir Maurice Bowra’s chronic inability to 
make an accurate statement. Turning the page one’s eye catches, 
“ What the Symbolists do with symbols for the unseen world, 
the Modernists do with images of the seen.” Transpose ‘ seen ’ 
and ‘ unseen’ and the sentence will suffer no damage. “ Such 
images are much more than metaphors. They have such strength 
and radiance that for a moment they absorb our attention and give 
us the whole character and aroma of a situation.” Exchange
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‘ images ’ for ‘ symbols ’ and the sentence will do just as well.
Sir Maurice then proceeds to quote from a poem by Edith 

Sitwell about the atom bomb (incidentally dedicated to C. M. 
Bowra) as a prime example of ‘ Modernism The choice is so 
revelatory of Sir Maurice’s own character and literary judgment 
that I shall give his quotation in full.

“ Under great yellow flags and banners o f ancient cold 
Began the huge migrations
From some primaeval disaster in the heart o f man. . .  ”

The first line gives him a neat opportunity for exegesis of which 
he avails himself. Yellow flags — emblems of plague. Just prior 
to the quotation Sir Maurice, describing the ‘ Modernist ’ imagery 
of which Miss Sitwell is for him so notable an exponent, says, 
“ Such imagery evokes a wide range of associations and shows how 
the single situation is related to a large number of other issues and 
contains in itself an incalculable range of experience ”.

“ There were great oscillations 
O f temperature. . . ,  You knew there had once

been warmth

We didn’t need the advent of the atom bomb to remind us how 
often Miss Sitwell feels the cold. One remembers * the ice weeping 
breaks. But my heart is underground. And the ice of its dead 
tears melts never.’ — * This black disastrous sun yet hath no heat ’ 
— ‘My frost despoils the day’s young darling.’

t

“ But the cold is the highest mathematical idea . . .
the Cold is Zero,"

As ‘ cold ’ appears on almost every other page by Miss Sitwell 
one is not surprised that she, most conventionally, finds mathe
matics cold.

“ The Nothing from which arose 
All being and all variation. ■ ■ ■ It is the sound too

high for our hearing, the Point that flows 
Till it becomes the line o f Time . . . ”
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Rather unfortunate that just previously Sir Maurice has said that 
“ The image fastens a subject to a  certain point, but a t the same time 
radiates light all round it.”

“ an endless positing
O f Nothing, o f the Ideal that tries to burgeon 
Into Reality through multiplying. Then Time froze 
To immobility and changed to Space.”

I’m sure that Einstein would be most distressed to  hear that his 
concept Space-Time meant that Time had changed to Space. 
Were he not so benevolent a man he might be as indignant as the 
Freudians at the abuse of their terminology by careless laymen.

“ Black flags among the ice, blue rays 
And the purple perfume o f the polar sun

Sir Maurice informs us that ‘ Black flags ’ are ‘ emblems o f death ’ 
and are associated with the freezing of the heart. The next line 
(purple perfume, etc.) was used by Miss Sitwell in another poem, 
appropriately named ‘ A  Song of the Cold,’ and obviously means 
a great deal to her. With its grotesquely clumsy alliteration, 
and a notable example of what Mr. Grigson called ‘ trawled-up 
adjectives,’ her attachment is hard to understand.

“ Freezing the bone to sapphire and to zircon —

I sometimes fancy that Miss Sitwell’s interior must be generously 
furnished with jewellery. ‘ A  glowing heart o f amber,’ ‘ bird- 
blood leaps within our veins and is changed to emeralds,’ * amber 
blood in porphyry veins,’ ‘ had changed the bone to  knotted 
ruby,’ and now, it seems, bones of sapphire and zircon.

“ These were our days.”

A forlorn attempt to strike the resonant, universal note.
Of these lines Sir Maurice writes, “ If  we do not at first see the 

intellectual structure behind them that does not mean that it is 
lacking. On the contrary, it is firmly laid and reveals itself through 
the images which do all that is required to make the effect powerful 
and even precise.”
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It seems that Sir Maurice finds that “ it is difficult not to feel 
that in the last fifteen or so years something has gone wrong or 
at least that the Modernist impetus has been slowed by obstacles
of its own making___  It has of course been a time of war and
uneasy peace, but war is not necessarily an obstacle to poetry, 
as the First World War shows, and since 1945 the situation has 
deteriorated.”

The total unawareness of what modern war means, as expressed 
in this statement, is almost puzzling : perhaps it is only to be ex
pected of a man who spends so much of his time in a university 
backwater. Sir Maurice seems to think of war as of Wars of the 
Roses, regardless of the fact that 1939-45 nearly completed .the 
demolition of European civilisation begun in 1914. From that 
date each succeeding war was bound to multiply the degree of its 
destructiveness. Sir Maurice should be grateful that there are 
any poets left at all. There is further evidence of this insulation 
from reality in “ There are still good poets, even good young 
poets, but they seem to lack something, the major note, the pro
phetic splendour, the sweep and the onrush which we demand for 
a world battered by catastrophe and fearful of yet worse to 
come.” This plaintive note is reminiscent of the voices that 
prate of the ‘ New Elizabethan Age ’ and then grizzle that there are 
‘ no good new films lately The ‘ major note ’ and * prophetic 
splendour ’ are at this time faintly indecent, and only one poet has 
brought off the feat in recent years. And that instance mercifully 
lacked the crude optimism implicit in Sir Maurice’s phrase. He 
goes on to say “ This decline is partly explained by external and 
almost irrelevant causes ” and cites the Russian Revolution and the 
Spanish Civil War ; further declaring that “ Politics may account 
for the disappearance of poetry in Spain and Russia, but not for 
its progressive impoverishment elsewhere.” In that case Sir 
Maurice takes a remarkably superficial view of * politics One 
would have thought that England of The Welfare State, the inter
necine strife of post-Liberation France, the civil wars in Greece 
and a dissected Germany were conditions inimical enough to 
poetry: and the fact that revolutions were accomplished com
paratively bloodlessly in Eastern Europe does not make them 
any the less decisive.

A very important point is raised when he writes “ there is no 
reason to think that, so far as public opinion is concerned, there 
is now any such indifference as there was between 1895 and 1914,
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when the foundations of a truly great poetry were laid I f  Sir 
Maurice so thinks he should consult a  publisher about sales o f  
poetry: or perhaps he thinks that renderings on the Third 
Programme and poetry readings sponsored by the Arts Council 
indicate that ‘ public opinion ’ is not indifferent. Such generalisa
tions are ridiculous : like the conclusions o f those who testify 
to a musical renaissance because Promenade concerts and the 
Sadler’s Wells Ballet are well attended.

In his final touching plea for change Sir Maurice asks “ Cannot 
our poets somehow let themselves go, respond less cautiously and 
less elaborately to events, even say the first thing tha t comes into 
their minds, provided that they prune and correct it as good poets 
have always done ? ” ; which is rather like asking a lame m an 
to throw away his crutches and pick himself up as best he can. 
More astonishing is the time-lag in so limp and tired a  request as, 
“ Can they not adapt themselves a little more to  the common 
experience of men without losing any of their truth and sincerity?
If it were possible to increase the flood of cheap literature and cheap 
films that sort of statement would help to implement it : Sir 
Maurice is clearly the victim of his environment, because in a com
plex civilisation such as ours so inadequate a  description as ‘ the 
common experience o f m e n ’ could only receive a  squalid and 
commercial interpretation.

“ It looks as if  the time has come for the thesis o f  Symbolism 
and the Antithesis of Modernism to be merged into a synthesis.. . . ”  
It never will come, because there has been no such thesis and anti
thesis as Sir Maurice describes — it just hasn’t  been like that. 
If  the careful husbanding of resources and patient restitution which 
the times call for are to be possible, it would be better if  mechanical 
educators like C. M. Bowra refrained from  fixing such false notions 
in the minds of the young. Our age is no more propitious fo r 
‘ prophetic splendour’ than the period following the fall o f  the 
Roman Empire. By calling for a kind o f art so singularly in
appropriate, and arousing expectations which cannot possibly 
be fulfilled, Sir Maurice is playing straight into the hands o f  those 
commercial interests which have the vision o f an Art-less society 
so nearly within their grasp.
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THE HERMITS OF RUBA
by A. J. NEAME

VISIT TO MAR SABBA, the famous hermitage in the
Wilderness of Judaea, in the days before the new serpentine 

Toad was built between Jerusalem and Bethlehem, used to take three 
hours by donkey and was a very exhausting business, not to be 
undertaken lightly. Guerin the explorer, making the excursion 
on horseback in April 1870, left the Jaffa Gate at one o’clock in 
'the afternoon and arrived at a quarter past four, very tired. Even 
now, when it takes a bare hour by car, a visit to the Laura needs 
'considerable staffwork in advance. First, you need a car with 
good tyres, since the road, once you leave the highway, is no more 
than a track of loose stones ; it must have a powerful engine, 
since some of the gradients are alarmingly steep ; and then it 
must be manoeuvrable enough to turn round in a diminutive court
yard. You must start early, on account of the heat, for much of 
the road, and the monastery itself, is well below sea-level. Finally, 
it is a help if you take someone with you who understands Greek.

All this I  thought I had planned for and I was therefore taken 
aback when there came a persistent knocking on my bedroom door 
at 7.30 a.m. — an urgent and determined knocking — and Father 
Seraphim swirled in, in his black mantle and his black flowerpot 
h a t No one is at his best on awakening suddenly from a profound 
sleep and, racking my brains in an effort to meet the emergency, 
the first and only thing that came into my head was nothing to my 
purpose but a phrase or two from Ford Madox Hueffer that I  had 
been reading the night before.

—It did however appear to her, Marie Leonie, that to appear 
before a clergyman in a skirt decorated with no less than three 
visible taches o f petrol, wearing gloves encrusted with mud as 
you encrust a truffle with paste before baking it under the cinders 
—and holding, o f all implements, a common gardening-trowel. . . .  
And to laugh and joke with him l Surely the situation called for  
a certain — let them call it, retirement o f demeanour..,. A  
trowel l To point with a trowel; Pensez-y ! I f  a trowel why
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not a main de fer, a dustpan ? Or a vessel even more homely !

Gardening gloves or poplin pyjamas : it comes to  the same thing,
I thought.

“ But I  was waiting for you on Saturday, my son. Saturday, 
Sunday, Monday, I was waiting for you, and you did not come.”

I explained that I  had been ill, that my stomach had turned on 
me.

“ Ah,” he said, “ you must have massage. I  myself am doctor 
to my whole community. I massage them all.”

“ Good heavens,” I exclaimed, but too late. Fr. Seraphim sat 
squarely down upon my knees to  prevent me from wriggling, 
peeled down the bedclothes and began to demonstrate his method.

. . .  might be expected to know how the Protestant clergy should
be received. . . .

At this moment the door begins to rattle again, flies open, and 
in walks Nabil. Perhaps he has received some warning o f my 
plight from bedmaking Hassan. But no, his eyes reflect all my 
astonishment and consternation. His sudden arrival breaks the 
spell. Fr. Seraphim rises. I  hurriedly draw up my knees. Nabil 
orders coffee. Hassan darts in with a wicker table. They know 
how the Orthodox clergy should be received. The world resumes 
its course. We make plans for a visit to the hermits next morning. 
What has begun as an ecclesiastical seduction ends as a decorous 
breakfast party. As, at last, Fr. Seraphim swishes away through 
the bedroom door on duty bent to the Patriarchate, I  make two 
resolutions: the first, never, never to lie abed in Palestine after 
seven o’clock and the second, to  sit in the front seat of the car 
next morning, happen in the back what may. Alas for the second 
resolution. When the time came for us to  leave, it is Nabil who 
was laid flat with the colic. I  must cope a lo n e . . .  a  harrowing 
journey, over the unmade hill-road and down the Valley of Fire, 
half stifled in the father’s voluminous robes that seemed to  fill the 
car, my hand in constant danger o f being imprisoned in  that furnace 
grip.

At length, half desperate with heat and nerves I  had an idea.
“ Sing me a psalm of the prophet David,” I  said.
It proved a  happy distraction; in a resonant baritone he launched 

into the Psalter. Gathering enthusiasm as he sang, he continued 
with a long hymn in praise of the Theotokos and the Archangel 
Gabriel, tapping out the rhythm on my knee. This was followed
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by a sequence to the glory of Saint Sabas, and by the time this was 
drawing to a close the two great fortified refuges o f the hermitage 
were rising out of the Wilderness before us. With a final ghastly 
swoop down a paved semi-precipice, we had arrived.

Two men in Bedouin clothes were sitting on the parapet of the 
little terrace; they greeted Fr. Seraphim enthusiastically, kissing 
his hand. Snatching up a heavy stick, one of them began beating 
on the low door of the monastery. Bang, bang, b ang . . .  dead 
silence. . .  bang, bang, bang. . .  dead silence. . .  buzz, buzz, buzz 
go the flies in the below sea-level hea t . . .  bang, bang, bang. . .  a 
distant roar from within :

—What is it in God’s name ?
—Our father Seraphim has come !
—Our father Seraphim ? . . .  our father Seraphim ! . . .  Our 

father Seraphim has come.
Other voices carry the news of the Father’s arrival down endless 

flights of stair as yet unseen, across courtyards, through twisting 
corridors, from storeroom to kitchen, from kitchen to cell, from 
precariously perched terrace to precipitously perched garden.

—Our father Seraphim has come from the village o f Lazarus.
—Ja abuna Seraphim min el-Lazariya.

The door with creaks and groans flies open, a bearded keeper 
emerges and bows deep to my companion ; stepping into one of 
the oldest Christian monasteries in the world, Father Seraphim 
and I support each other down more slippery cobbled steps to 
the mean level of the building some thirty or forty feet below.

We pause to recover our breath in the courtyard, beneath which 
the fathers lie in their last rest. The flagstone with an iron ring 
shows the opening of the vault and such is its property, they say, 
that you may open it a short month after a funeral and the air will 
be quite sweet, r Fr. Seraphim leads us to the pavilion-like cenotaph 
of the Founder, where we do homage to the memory of the greatest 
of the Palestinian hermits. Then, in the charge of an Egyptian 
monk, we hurry to the guestroom. The monk leaves us. My 
chauffeur withdraws. Fr. Seraphim menacingly takes off his hat 
and pats his bun. It is clearly time to examine the pictures. A 
great coloured engraving of the Battle o f Padderberg, guns blazing, 
a  smartly dressed officer observing the scene from an anchored 
balloon ; a panorama of Constantinople ; an oleograph portrait 
of George V looking young and plump, dating from long before 
the death of Edward V I I ; Abraham sacrificing Isaac, a favourite
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subject, this, in Palestine; a large coloured reproduction of the 
cartographical mosaic of Madaba ; the new official colour photo
graph of His Majesty the King of Jordan ; the pair to the Battle 
of Padderberg ; many ecclesiastics long in their graves ; fortun
ately the collection is a large one and absorbingly improbable. 
It keeps me conveniently occupied until the Egyptian returns 
with a tray of liqueur glasses containing the special arak of the 
house : rather bitter with a faint suspicion of liquorice. We 
drink, talk and make an entry in the visitors’ book, a huge, heavily 
bound volume the size of a church bible, with comments, grateful 
thanks and prayers in many different languages and scripts. Then 
we set out to see the monastery.

Down the steps to the courtyard again, and we enter the monastic 
church, a handsome and extensive building, with a magnificent 
carved and gilt screen and some very ancient Byzantine paintings. 
In fact the whole of the wall space is covered with paintings, saints, 
prophets, angels, bible stories, flowers, scrolls, texts, right up to 
and over the ceiling. The church is dedicated to the Annunciation 
and is the descendant of the one dedicated in the year 501 by Mar 
Sabba, as he is locally known, or Saint Sabas as he is called in the 
West. Combining in himself the qualities of ascetic, solitary, 
founder, traveller, man of affairs and diplomat, his life makes 
unusual reading.

S. Sabas was bom in the year 439 in the province of Cappadocia. 
His parents were rich and, having business interests in Egypt, 
moved to Alexandria, leaving their son adequately provided for 
in the care of his married uncle. Soon however a dispute arose 
between his uncle and the other relations as to the administration 
of the estate in trust. His uncle’s wife ill-treated the boy, and 
according to Cyril of Scythopolis, the Saint’s most reputable 
biographer, well deserved the epithet pravorum morum, later 
rendered by a seventeenth century French translator as fascheuse 
et mal apprise. Disgusted by the family dissensions over lucre, 
and disillusioned on the nature of women, Sabas one day removed 
himself from their control and withdrew to the peace of a monastery 
where he early showed signs of an exceptional piety.

Cyril records two examples of his youthful spirituality.
On one occasion, walking in the monastery garden he saw a 

succulent apple on a tree; and picking it with full intention to 
eat it, although it was not at a lawful time, the thought suddenly 
came to him that it was through disobedience and an apple that
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Adam had tasted death ; throwing the apple to the ground, he 
crushed it under foot and for the better conquering of the Enemy 
forswore the use of apples for the rest of his life.

“ This too,” says Cyril, “ is reported among the stories which 
pertain to his youthful combats (against Satan) : the monastery 
baker, it being winter, spread out his damp clothes in the bread- 
oven to dry because there was no sunshine, and forgot them ; 
and after one day the bread ran short, and certain of the fathers 
were working in the bakery, as was their employment, among 
whom was our Most Admirable. And when they had lit the 
furnace, the chief baker remembered, and made a great com
motion about his clothes, and no one ventured to go in for them 
because the furnace was blazing and only just lit. But the young 
man, old in the strength of his faith, armed himself with the 
sign of the cross, entered the oven, and gathering up the clothes, 
came out unhurt.”

After ten years of this life he went to Jerusalem where he studied 
and acquired a reputation for learning. His Superior sent him 
to Alexandria where he chanced to meet his parents, but their 
attempts to dissuade him from the life he had chosen fell on deaf 
ears. He returned to Palestine to live as a solitary in a  cave, where 
he abstained from eating for five days in the week, spending his 
time in prayer and manual work ; on Saturday, he would leave 
his cavern, carrying the fifty baskets he had made in the previous 
five days, and on Sunday would return from his brethren to the 
cave, carrying enough palm leaves for the next week’s labours.

After living in this manner for many years, practising self-denial, 
prayer and penitence, he left his solitude and, dedicating himself 
to the service of others, founded a monastery of a hundred and fifty 
monks. Many more years passed in governing his monks and 
in solitude, when he was obliged to undertake a journey to Con
stantinople at the head of a delegation to remonstrate with the 
heretical Emperor Anastasius, whose agents were persecuting the 
Orthodox and hunting the bishops from their sees. S. Sabas was 
sixty-three at the time. On arrival at court, the delegation was 
admitted to the imperial presence — all except S. Sabas who, dressed 
in a coarse gown, had been mistaken for a beggar and shut out 
of the palace, to be later found in the street, deep in his Psalter. 
When S. Sabas was brought into the audience chamber, the 
Emperor rose from his throne in astonishment, for he saw a 
resplendent angel walking before the old man, and realised that he 
was a man of God. Business time cam e; charmed by the
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Emperor’s affability, the delegates forgot entirely the original 
purpose of their journey and began to solicit the Imperial favour 
for themselves and their families. S. Sabas said nothing. The 
Emperor asked him whether he too had not some suit to press, 
and was so impressed by the Saint’s disinterested answer on behalf 
of the oppressed Christians that he granted his request out o f hand.. 
At another time, S. Sabas had occasion to approach the Em peror 
again to beg the remission of a  particularly grievous tax which, 
combined with a famine, was reducing the people to the last degree 
of misery. Again he received a favourable reply. Over the taxation 
question Anastasius proved as good as his word and showed himself 
to have the economic wellbeing of his subjects at heart ; but no  
sooner had the virtuous monk left the capital, than the Em peror 
sided openly with the heretics, instead o f merely encouraging them  
as previously, and the persecution of the Orthodox continued w ith 
vigour.

“ However,” says the chronicle, “ the Emperor Anastasius.. 
having been struck dead by a thunderbolt as a just punishment- 
from God (which S. Sabas had foreseen by revelation),” Justin, 
a Catholic prince, succeeded and S. Sabas, this time aged eighty, 
left his monastery to preach the Edict issued by the new Em peror 
in favour of the Orthodox faith. “ Because all the labours that the  
holy old man undertook for Jesus Christ were m ore agreeable 
to him than rest and quietness, even this was not the last tim e 
that he left his cell for the good of his neighbour.” The third time, 
at the great age of ninety-one, he again set out for Constantinople 
to the court o f Justinian, to beg him to restrain the Samaritans 
who were oppressing and persecuting the Christians, burning their 
churches and killing their bishops. Justinian sent all his courtiers 
and servants led by the Patriarch of Constantinople himself to  greet, 
him, received him with all possible honour and granted his every 
request.

Having fulfilled his last mission, S. Sabas returned to  his 
monastery, fell ill and died on 5 December, 531, aged ninety-two. 
His body is said to be buried in Venice.

The monastery itself was founded in  483. Although it is only 
seventeen or eighteen miles from  Jerusalem, the wildness o f  the  
site has to be seen to be believed. The monastery clings like a 
colony of swallows’ nests to  a  perpendicular c liff ; the buildings 
rise one above another, some built early, some relatively 
modern, joined by companion-ways, corridors, steps some o f which
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descend to the bottom of the gulf, others rising to balconies and 
look-outs high up on' the mountainside. Here a little patch of 
green, here a gleam of paving, there a flash of gilding, there a 
cupola, there a scarlet tile, the whole rising above a fearful gorge, 
the dry bed of the River Kedron. The Dead Sea is not far away ; 
the heat in the gorge, well below sea-level, weighs down like a feather 
mattress; but the heat in itself would be bearable, were it not for 
the pressure of the air at this low level, differing by 2.5 tons 
from the atmospheric pressure of Jerusalem. In the twentieth 
century it requires an historical imagination to understand how 
S. Sabas could have chosen such an inaccessible, scorching, waterless 
and terrifying place to build his sanctuary. However, when S. 
Sabas went out into the wolf- and lion-infested desert, the tradition 
of the Christian hermits was already well established. The Desert 
Fathers, SS. Anthony and Paul had left the semi-pagan and luxurious 
cities of Egypt nearly two centuries earlier, drawing with them a 
host of holy men in flight from Imperial persecution, sectarian 
warfare and the seductions of the world. They lived in caves 
or huts, separate from each other, only coming together on Sundays 
and Feastdays to celebrate the Liturgy, living by making baskets 
of palm leaves, eating next to nothing, drinking the foul water in 
which their palm leaves had been steeping all the week, encountering 
lions, keeping vigils and dying at last unattended under the Egyptian 
sky, to be celebrated in legend and to inspire by their example 
the later ascetic Founders of the West.

S. Sabas was one of perhaps two thousand, perhaps as his monks 
maintained twenty thousand, hermits in the desert of Ruba — the 
area of the Dead Sea — who were living in caves, fasting and 
meditating, remote from the distractions of the Byzantine fifth 
century. The rocks on the other side of the Kedron gorge are 
honeycombed with grottoes, each of which at that time housed 
a  hermit. .

Why he chose this particular place for setting up his hermitage 
rather than another may be matter for speculation ; but the monks, 
who preserve a garbled oral version of Cyril of Scythopolis’s chron
icle, say that S. Sabas, on a revelation from the Blessed Virgin, 
was commanded to walk in the valley of the Kedron until he 
reached a place that the Mother of God would indicate. After 
many weeks of wandering to and fro, he saw one night a pillar o f 
fire rising from the waterless river bed — a sign that this was the 
predestined place. Here, in a  cavern which is still pointed out on
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■the farther side of the gorge, he made his home ; and to him 
gravitated more and more hermits, drawn to the place by the re
nown of his sanctity. But as the number of hermits increased the 
problems of daily life increased too. The water, which before 
had barely been enough to sustain life and had had to be augmented 
from springs by the Dead Sea— a wearisome pilgrimage in itself 
for fasting men — now proved quite inadequate. S. Sabas prayed 
and meditated, meditated and prayed, imposing on himself penances 
more frightful than before, until at last God had pity on him and 
by the agency of a wild beast, some say a gazelle, revealed a hidden 
■cavern at the level of the valley floor. Removing the earth that 
filled it, S. Sabas laid bare a sizable grotto from the walls of which 
water dripped down, not profusely but day and night, sufficient 
for all the hermits, who now numbered something in the region of 
■one hundred and fifty persons. The continuance of the com
munity was assured for the next fifteen hundred years.

The oral tradition also relates how S. Sabas, wandering in the 
gorge before his revelation, met a lion which began to eat his 
■clothes. The Saint, nothing daunted, rebuked it with a blow on 
the muzzle, and the lion, recognising superior virtue, became as 
■docile as a lamb and as faithful as a watchdog, following him 
■everywhere, and on one occasion saved the Saint’s life. Chosroes, 
King of Persia, invaded Palestine, and among his other impieties, 
such as the theft of the True Cross, he fell upon the hermitage 
and began a massacre of the anchorites. But S. Sabas, against 
whom he nourished a particular rancour on account of his sanctity, 
be could find nowhere. At last, having searched high and low, 
be was obliged to pass on, thwarted of his purpose. Yet S. Sabas 
was there all the time in a cave ; “ but the lion lying outside and 
roaring as anyone approached, had hidden his presence from the 
abominable Pagan” .

It is hateful to explode a legend as picturesque as this, but in 
fact Chosroes’ invasion came a century after S. Sabas’s death; 
and even so, the massacre was conducted by neighbouring bedouin 
tribes who, taking advantage of the general confusion caused by 
the Persian advance, sacked the hermitage and butchered the 
monks a  week before the Persian armies arrived.

Between frequent cups of coffee and the steady unfolding of 
traditions, we were of course taken to see the miraculous water 
supply, which is now conveyed to the monastery many feet above 
on the rock face by means of a . hand-operated pump ; we were
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taken to see the Cave of the Lion, which contains a small circular 
inner chamber to which access can only be gained through an 
opening at most one foot six square. This was where the Saint 
used to withdraw to sleep in cold weather. And since the chamber 
is by no means large enough for a man to lie at full length, the 
mind’s picture of the Saint curled up like a dormouse, with the 
lion keeping watch outside, is rather beguiling, and reassuringly 
humane after the terrace built over the generations of the dead, 
or the ancient shrine of S. Nicholas the Wonderworker with the 
skulls of the Forty Martyrs of 614 and perhaps four hundred more, 
piled high behind a grill, and receding indefinitely into the shadows. 
Perhaps the whole spirit of Mar Sabba would be different, were it 
not for the ubiquitous presence of the bones of the dead ; perhaps 
the whole spirit of Christianity would be different, were it not 
for the tombs of saints and martyrs venerated in the churches of 
the world. The treatise has yet to be written that examines the 
influence of veneration for the physical remains of the dead on the 
historical development of a cult. The major religions of the world 
all practise this devotion to the dead ; Christianity most of all, 
but Jewry venerates the shrines of the prophets, heroes and rabbis, 
e.g., Moses Maimonides at Tiberias, Simeon bar Jochai at Meirun, 
Simon the Just in Jerusalem ; Islam too venerates the graves of 
the Imaams and Islamic saints, a practice by no means confined to 
the Shi’a sect. Mahayana Buddhists and Confucianists carry, 
or carried, piety towards the dead to a degree that has become 
proverbial. From observation I am inclined to think that of all, 
the cult of the dead is least pronounced in the Hinayana Buddhism 
of Burma ; but what effects the absence of the dimension of time, 
with the great figures of the past dominating the puny figures o f 
the present, may have, would require the most patient investigation 
to disentangle religion from temperament and to assess the influence 
that they exercise on each other in the course of say a thousand 
years.

At Mar Sabba certainly the twenty-two hermits have the remains 
of the dead always about them ; hundreds of anonymous anchorites 
who came out into rite desert lived their hard lives, died their 
frequently violent deaths, and left their bones in the monastery 
enclosure. But in Mar Sabba’s golden age, which came in the 
seventh century, her anchorites were far from anonymous. S. 
John Damascene, the last and most glorious Father of the Eastern 
Church, withdrew here after enjoying the vicissitudes o f high
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position under the Caliph, and in a tiny cell where it is impossible 
to stand upright, scarcely possible even to crouch without banging 
the head, wrote his great treatise and died. SS. Cosmas, Stephen 
the Wonderworker, John the Silentiary, Stephen the M elode, 
flourished here ; S. John Chrysostom’s name is associated with 
this desert. Monks of M ar Sabba, co-operating with the monks 
of S. Benedict, conducted the remarkable diplomatic exchanges 
between the Caliph Haroun-el-Rashid in Baghdad and the Em peror 
Charlemagne in Aix-la-Chapelle, as a result o f which Charlemagne 
received the keys of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and the 
banner of the Holy Places as token that the Caliph acknowledged 
his right as Christian Emperor to  be their (nominal) protector ;  
and these presents were augmented by a richly caparisoned 
elephant the following Christmas and a water-clock that so caught 
the imagination of his Frankish subjects that Charlemagne acquired 
a reputation, albeit undeserved, of being a powerful wonderworker. 
The Emperor’s water-clock was to  be the talk o f Europe for five 
centuries.

Mar Sabba on the other hand was to sink into the world’s forgetful
ness, and after the eighth century, made glorious by the lives and 
works of many saints, not least o f whom was S. Theodore o f  
Ephesus who is credited with having converted the Caliph M u’awiyah. 
to Christianity, there is little to  retail from the ninth century to  o u r 
own day but bedouin assaults, massacres and gradual decline. 
Simeon Vailhe, who recorded his impressions of the Laura in 
1899 in Echos d ’Orient, observed that the refectory walls were 
decorated with modem paintings ‘ d ’un rouge de sang,’ that the 
tables were of strange construction — magnificent slabs of marble 
supported on yellow bricks — a coarse mixture o f richness and 
squalor, and an example of Oriental bad taste ; finally that the 
whole room stank of rancid oil, preserved olives and old fish. H e  
also complained o f the food which, he said, was enough to  m ake 
even the least fastidious shudder : a  great hunk o f black bread, 
full of husks and as heavy as lead, a  few dried fruits, fish or 
vegetables cooked in water : total abstinence from meat and very 
restrained use of wine. Small wonder that living by such a  rule, 
the monks should not have an unlimited affection for work, h e  
rather unkindly comments. “ Study is nil,” he continues, “  th e  
time unoccupied by liturgical offices o r their meal they pass loitering 
on the terraces or in their cells.” However a few old men did 
collect brushwood from the ravine and carve crude spoons and
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forks and walking-sticks to sell to visitors.
In 1902, the British traveller Kelman carried away impressions 

even more disagreeable.

“ Everywhere dirt reigned supreme—unspeakable filth in 
open drains and putrid Utter. In one place; where the smell 
was sickening, a monk was lying asleep by the side of a broken 
drain, covered with flies in great black masses on his face and
arms___ And everywhere throughout this palace of disgust
was to be read the prayer :

O Christ / abide with us !

He found it a combination of prison and madhouse, where 
lunatics were kept under the charge of monks condemned to this 
place for heresy or immorality, “ where the faces glimpsed at win
dows were either wizened and dried-up, or with a  white, neurotic 
appearance that was almost more repulsive ”.

To-day conditions are much changed ; the blood red paintings 
and the rich but squaUd tables are still as Vailhe saw them ; but 
the stink of rancid oil, oUves and old fish is absent. For lunch 
I was given, certainly, a piece of black bread, very thick but huskless, 
and heavy though it may have been I was so hungry that I ate it 
all and another hunk too ; as to its blackness, it was not to be 
distinguished from EngUsh brown bread. Boiled potatoes we 
had, but Vailh6 fails to mention the sauce in which they were 
served ; and a bowl of sficed cucumber and capers in fresh olive 
oil. As to restraint in the use of wine, an aluminium mug full and 
refilled perhaps is only allowed to visitors, but it is a  wine worthy 
of respect. The spoon and fork industry has perished, but the 
drains seem to be in order. There are no signs of Kelman’s 
maniacs or their depraved warders.

The hermits’ day begins at midnight, when they rise and celebrate 
the Liturgy in the monastic church until five in the morning. After 
these devotions they come out on the terrace overlooking the 
ravine and drink coffee, then retire to their cells. They eat their 
one meal of the day already described at ten, and then discharge 
monastery business, or rest, until four, when they pray again. 
At six they have night prayers, and at seven retire to bed. The 
monastic day is done. In the morning the social centre o f the 
hermitage is the store-room and there the shrewd Greek eyes and 
quick Greek tongues are kept busy for. hours on end. The guest
room is for formal receptions, but the store-room is the centre o f 
gravity — church, refectory, terrace and S. Saba’s palm tree are
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all within easy reach — the terrace from which a young monk 
only last month descried an unearthly green light flickering in 
one of the grottoes on the other side of the chasm, and the whole 
community went next morning to pray there; or the date palm 
reputedly planted by the Saint himself, but certainly of great 
antiquity, whose dried fruits if eaten in a state of grace will cure 
sterility.

The tradition of the properties of the date palm I think must 
have roots in an interview, recorded by Cyril, between the nona
genarian Saint and the Empress Theodora who, in the words of 
another chronicler, was “as sterile as a rock” and “an Eutychian 
heretic, God knows”.

“ Her Imperial Majesty was overjoyed at seeing him and 
greeted him with great respect; later she urgently asked him 
the following favour : Pray for me, Father, that Our Lord may 
give me a son. To which Sabas replied : May the God of Glory 
preserve your throne devout and victorious. Her Majesty was 
broken-hearted because he did not grant her request. So after 
he had left the presence, the fathers who were with him began 
to badger him, saying : Why did you distress Her Imperial 
Majesty? Why did you not pray as she asked you? The old 
man answered : Listen to me, my fathers, no fruit shall come 
out o f that belly; for i f  it did, it would be suckled on the heresies 
o f Severus o f Antioch and plague the Church worse than 
Anastasius.”

And so they live, in a barely accessible wilderness, their thirsts 
quenched by a miraculous spring, in a chasm below sea-level, the 
haunt of wolves and jackals, with flickering green lights that may 
or may not be demons ; praying in a church piled with martyrs’ 
skulls ; strolling on a terrace built of hermits’ bones; watering 
their single lemon tree ; distributing miraculous palm dates from 
a strongbox ; with a Superior who disapproves of visitors that 
smoke or sit cross-legged ; and a great colour print of the Battle 
of Padderberg ; and no women allowed to approach the cloister 
nearer than a high fortified tower where the guide-book says they 
are hospitably received. But woe to the woman who tries to force 
an entry into the Laura itself; for once in the last century an 
English woman, whose riding breeches, they say, imposed on the 
simplicity o f the door-keeper, contrived to cross the threshold, 
but S. Sabas himself appeared in anger from Heaven and struck 
her dead with a mallet
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The European at Table

THE SEASON FOR DISHES 
BIEN RELEVES

by ROBIN ADAIR

“ XTATURE in her wisdom has arranged that some of her
-I ’ exquisite products, like asparagus, peas,” — our author 

was thinking, of course, of real petits pois, especially those grown 
in the Bordelais and Sautemes districts where they are incomparable 
—“ strawberries and truffles, should only have a brief season, 
while the science of Man, no doubt to atone for laws which some
times prohibit other delicacies, brings to our doors quickly and 
safely all the treasures of other countries.”

I quote from a work of Marcel Boulestin, described by a Times 
leader writer as that most French of Frenchmen who had become, 
almost, an English Institution. But Frenchman though he was to 
the core — never “ naturalised ” — he was quick to appreciate 
and to love all that was good in the limited English culinary 
repertory ; his excitement on first tasting my own version of a 
curried dish was eloquent, his praise — in all due modesty — 
intoxicating.

Like all people born, bred or even just living in a warm climate 
where hot summer, suns blazed — “ C’est la canicule” the cook 
would say — Boulestin understood the importance of “ h o t ” , I  
mean spicy, mets during the summer months. Hence the 
title to this little piece. Quite simply, our jaded appetites demand 
something stimulating, almost titilating at this time of the year, 
with or without a heat-wave; Nature having made of August 
a  somewhat lean month.

Curries, of course, spring immediately to one’s mind and as I
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have just had the great privilege of being given a  very special and 
personal recipe, together with the permission to pass it on, here 
is the formula for Ram Gopal’s quite extraordinary preparation. 
He really cooks it all — on rare and special occasions bien entendu 
— himself, banishing everybody from his kitchen.

Ram Gopal’s Curry: Fry three large chopped onions in oil, 
brown ; add three tablespoonsful o f curry powder —  he specifies 
which one, the same that I always use myself ; most im portant — 
one each of the following other spices : mustard powder, cinnamon, 
powdered cloves, chilli powder, Haldi, Dalchini ; stir over a slow 
fire for five or six minutes, then add meat chopped up and washed ; 
four or five cups of water, beginning with three cups, or, when 
available, stock. Sprinkle with desiccated coconut and add about 
a pound of tomatoes, peeled and finely chopped. Simmer gently 
for forty-five to sixty minutes.

Serve, of course, with rice and : Brinham Pickle, Prawn 
Ballichong, Papadams, Mangoes, Guava, Mango Pickle. Ram  
has told me that all of the more “ exotic ” ingredients and accessories 
can be bought at certain specialist shops in London and therefore 
surely in all civilised cen tres; one thinks automatically o f  one 
perfect shop in Paris. •

He is dressed, pour faire sa petite cuisine, in a  typical and 
picturesque Indian costume.

Having prepared the dish, himself brings it in, presenting it  to  
his guests with the graceful, reverent movements o f a  rite which 
one associates with one of his own dances.

My own version, fundamentally correct, is, of course, somewhat 
simplified and I do not always have all o f the spices though never 
failing to add, besides the curry powder, cinnamon, cloves, mixed 
spice, nutmeg, paprika and a pinch o f saffron. A  sprinkling o f  
sugar is put in with the browning onions, chopped garlic and a 
teaspoonful of jam. Finely chopped apple, grated lemon rind ; 
my liquid includes wine — ends o f bottles, cooking sherry or any 
cheap wine. The real secret of a good curry is to  fry the powder 
dry, before any liquid is a d d e d ; and needless to  say positively 
any “ meat”— fish, flesh, fowl, shell-fish — can be used, including 
the unpleasant sounding but ubiquitous “ left-over”  morsels.

In South-Western France they have a  perfect summer dish, 
the Basque Pipirade. There is an ersatz version, w ithout garlic 
for tourists who know not what they miss. The best I  ever tasted 
was at a tiny inn where we lunched one day on our way to  Spain
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and a bull-fight at Bilbao, on an exiguous terrace overlooking the 
Bidassoa. The patron, an unabashed contrabandier quite in the 
M6rimee manner, was also the cook, and it took all our blandish
ments plus our knowledge of local cookery lore to gain his con
fidence and the permission to order a meal at all. We talked of 
cooking and of the various fats used in different “ countries ”, 
His only medium was graisse de confit — goose, duck or pork. 
He admitted the olive oil of Spain — a stone’s throw across the 
river — of Italy and Provence. But butter . . .  words failed him. 
“ Figurez-vous ! Ma femme ; que voulez-vous, ce riest pas de sa 
faute d’etre (sic) Parisienne. Mais sa soeur est venue lui rendre 
visite et pritendait savoir la cuisine. Croyez-vous messieurs, je suis 
rentre I’autre soir de . . .  la peche pour trouver “ Madame ” en train 
de fricoter des escalopes de veau ; mais dans du beurre, Messieurs 1 
(a sentait mauvais ! “ Smelled bad ” was not quite what he said,
any more than “ I pitched the whole panful into the yard ” is a 
faithful description of the action he said he took.

But as his Piperade recipe was equally colourful and quite perfect, 
I think I must give it, textually.

“ You take your chopped onions and garlic and tomatoes and 
you cook them in the very best fat, covered, so that they “ melt ” 
without browning. Cook the piments (sweet peppers, pimentos) 
separately as they take a little longer. Mix all this together with 
salt and pepper. At the very last moment, v o u s v o s  
oeufs dedans ! ” Child’s play.

For the uninitiated, however, I should perhaps explain. We 
have adapted the recipe and find that about a pound each of 
tomatoes, onions and pimentos — or a small tin of the latter when 
not in season — give good results, with two or three small cloves 
of garlic ; all chopped, tomatoes peeled and, since the exquisite fat 
of a confit d’oie— preserved goose — is not alas, available to most 
of us, pork or bacon fat is the best. All this cooks, simmering 
— salt and pepper of course — until you have a smooth, creamy 
purie and, having tasted it you . . .  “ shove ” in your eggs, about 
two or three for four or five people, whole and one by one, beating 
vigorously with a fork so that they completely disappear leaving 
you with a slightly stiffer, suave but piquant, homogeneous mixture.

A perfect luncheon or supper dish with, perhaps, a border of 
rice. In all cases, a slice for each person of grilled or fried bacon 
or ham is almost de rigueur. Down there, needless to say, they 
use the incomparable jambon de Bayonne.
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THE LIVING ROOM  by GRAHAM GREENE

b y  JOHN GARDINER

IT SEEMS likely that Mr. Graham  Greene will soon rival 
Mr. Eliot as a playhouse apostle determined to  plead th e  

continued relevance of religious problems for a  m odem  world 
plagued with atheism. There are other points o f correspondence 
between them : each appeals to  a  certain section o f  middle class 
humanity which is never shy o f accepting artistic sanction for th e  
sense of personal failure, frustration and guilt. M any years will 
pass before successive generations of introverted adolescents cease 
to be attracted by the seedily romantic persona o f Prufrock ; 
similarly, Mr. Greene gives comfort to  the adolescents o f  m iddle 
age, to those who self indulgently persist in the feelings o f  semi
impotence and inadequacy first experienced on the frightening 
brink of adulthood. There, however, the comparison between 
the two men must end. M r. Eliot is a  great poet and if  his plays 
do not necessarily add to  his stature, he is too clever and disciplined 
a man to admit the phantoms which infest M r. Greene’s world ; 
phantoms common to J. M. Barrie, Charles Chaplin and the W ilde 
who wrote “ each man kills the thing he loves ” . These mawkish 
abstractions embody infantilism (in its non-technical sense), a h  
obsessive regard for youthful innocence, and a  dangerous conviction 
that human beings (always excepting the aforesaid youthful in
nocents) are inevitably tarnished and degraded. A nd it  is n o t 
surprising to learn that M r. Greene is reputed to  become extremely 
angry if anyone dispraises, however tentatively, the creator o f  
Calvero and Monsieur Verdoux.,

Superficially, Graham Greene’s The Living Room  has points in  
common with The Cocktail Party. In  each case a  psychologist
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plays a leading part and the heroine comes to a violent end : 
irregular sexual relations are dissected in front of a religious back
cloth, Anglo-Catholic in one instance, Roman Catholic in the 
other. In Mr. Greene’s play the ‘ Guardians ’ are replaced by two 
old aunts not so very distantly related to the personnel of Ladies 
in Retirement. But, unlike The -Cocktail Party, in The Living Room 
the sexual theme is dominant. Indeed one cannot help wondering 
just how much the success of The Living Room is dependent on 
its having ‘ Sex ’ (but sex given standing and snob value by a 
religious aura) as the main ingredient. However little guile Mr. 
Greene has employed in the perfection of his formula Sex/Religion, 
he has exploited it with great success in latter years, notably in his 
novel The End o f the Affair ; and it is very interesting to observe 
that whereas in his novels vulgarity obtrudes only intermittently, 
his first essay in dramaturgy is inexorably cheap and shallow. 
This kind of unveiling frequently occurs. How much more absurd 
Mr. Charles Morgan’s metaphysical conceptions seem on the stage 
than in his novels. The reason is not far to seek : the theatre 
demands compression, concision, clearness, one might almost say 
obviousness. Stripped of the wealth of human detail deployable 
in a novel, the writer is forced to depict actions and to evoke motives 
‘ in basic’. I do not mean to say that this is what the playwright 
always does; but, more than in any other medium save that of 
poetry, remplissage and falseness of perception or of conception 
are immediately detectable. Fully to appreciate this point one 
ishould tty to imagine what sort of play Thomas Mann, for example, 
would write. The drama is microscopically cruel in its capacity 
for revealing the depth of a writer’s judgment and the acuity of his 
vision. Every lazy assumption, every defective assessment, every 
cliche is blown up to embarrassing proportions.

For those who have not seen The Living Room let me briefly 
describe the action of the play. A young girl, having attended 
her mother’s funeral on the previous day, arrives at her aunts’ 
house accompanied by a middle-aged psychologist who is trustee 
and executor of the mother’s w ill: this man (who is married) 
was an old friend and pupil of the girl’s dead father. On the 
previous night (the day of the funeral) the girl, having fallen in love, 
has been to bed with the psychologist The ‘ living room’, in 
which the play unfolds, is on the third floor because all rooms 
in which people have died have been shut up by the two eccentric 
aunts. The aunts have a brother, a legless priest, who also inhabits
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the house. One aunt is big, fat, smilingly sinister and terrified of 
death, the other is small, frail, submissive and given to ignoring 
people when she has been to the lavatory (which is reached through 
the third floor living room), going outside and coming straight 
back as if for the first time. Suspicion of the overnight liaison 
is aroused by telephone calls from the psychologist’s wife, herself 
suspicious because her husband has not returned home when 
expected. The three old people attempt to dissuade the guilty 
pair from continuing their affair, but in vain ; the girl is only 
prevented from running away with her lover by the collapse of the 
small aunt, sadistically engineered for that jturpose by the big 
aunt. The lovers continue to meet in the afternoons a t a  well 
known London establishment called, in this play, Regal Court. 
After three weeks of this hole and corner existence the crisis is 
precipitated by the wife visiting the girl and hysterically begging 
her to break with her husband. The wife attempts suicide in the 
girl’s presence. A little later, the girl, horrified by the suffering 
she has caused and having failed to  elicit helpful advice from her 
priestly uncle, kills herself with the pills left behind by the wife. 
In the final scene the big aunt attempts to shut up the latest ‘ death ’ 
room but is frustrated by the small aunt bringing in her bedding 
and proposing to sleep there. It appears that, for some undefined 
reason, the suicide of Rose (the girl’s name) at last makes the 
' living room ’ suitable for sleeping in.

Few would deny the News o f  the World sensationalism of the 
bare bones of this p l o t : an impression not dispelled by full 
acquaintance with the play. No doubt it seemed to the author 
a most intriguing stroke to  show the audience, in  the opening 
minutes of the play, an old lady psychopathically inhibited about 
her visits to the closet. Doubtless such cases exist, bu t if, in  a  
play, so curious a  condition is to  have a  context, the play must 
either continue to investigate psychopathic tendencies, or else 
be set far above the naturalistic key in which The Living Room  
is written. As it is, the isolated characteristic (made weirder when, 
later in the play, someone attempts to  make her speak as she emerges 
from the closet) merely strains our credulity and seems inserted 
for theatrical effect. Which of course it was. Plainly it seemed 
to the author far too juicy an idea to  reliquish.
. The character of the girl and the man’s relationship with her is 
strongly reminiscent o f The Constant Nymph. A t one point the 
man says to her, “ I ’m afraid you’re going to disappear — in a wood
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of old people.” When the couple decide to run away, a duologue 
ensues containing lines of such faux naivete as to make one swear 
they have been lifted unaltered from a comedy by Esther McCracken. 

Michael: “  You don’t mind— about the Church ? ”
Rose bounces across the stage to the bathroom for her sponge 

bag and pyjamas and shouts tomboyishly : “ Oh, I  expect it will 
come all right in the end. I  shall make a deathbed confession and 
die in the odour o f sanctity.”

Michael: “ Our children will be illegitimate.”
Rose: “ Bastards are the best, so Shakespeare says. We did 

King John my last term at school. The nuns hurried over those 
bits.. . . ”

And a little later :
Rose: “ You aren’t angry, about something, are you ? I ’ll do 

anything you say. Just tell me where to go, and Fll go. Like Ruth. 
' Your people shall be my people.’ I  suppose your people are all 
psychologists.”

Michael: “  Not all.”
Rose: “ I ’ve read Freud in Penguin. ‘ The Psychology of Every

day Life.’ ”
Michael: “ You have, have you.”
Rose: Darling, something’s fretting you. You haven’t fallen 

in love with another woman ? ”
And how refreshing for a tired psychologist to hear his little 

girl say with disarming candour :
Rose: “ . . . .  Tell me to come to Regal Court, now, this minute, 

and I'll come."
Michael: “ Regal Court t ”
Rose: “ It’s where people go to make love. So everybody says. 

I ’ll go there now and come back here. I ’ll meet you there every day. 
Or I ’ll take my bag and go away with you — for years.”

The tired psychologist occasionally groans with wisdom and 
delivers such observations as : “  You can live in the moment because 
the past is so small and the future so vast.. . .  And the past is a 
very long time and full o f things to remember.”

Rose: “ You weren’t so horribly wise yesterday.”
Michael: “ Put up with my ‘ wisdom ’ I ”
Mr. Greene never hesitates to use shock tactics with his audience. 

Describing the hysterical wife to the priest, Michael says : “ Give 
her what she wants, and that brings the next scene closer — she 
smells success, like a dog a bitch.”
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We descry the wraith of Noel Coward in : “  . . .  when she bent 
down to kiss her mother I  smelt her hair. Then she went out o f  the 
room. She was like a landscape you see from  a train, and you want 
to stop just there.”

James: “  Well.”
Michael: “  I  pulled the communication cord.”
James : “  And there’s always a fine attached.”
And the voice of Graham Greene himself emerges in the Chaplin- 

esque self pity of : M ichael: “  Oh, it’s not you I ’m angry with.
I'm angry with all the world who think one doesn’t care. . . . ”

In the climactic scene Mr. Greene’s inexperience as a playwright 
and his desire for sensational effect are pitilessly exposed. The 
wife has gone — the priest has failed as spiritual adviser — the 
despairing girl has dragged herself about the room repeating i 
“ I  don’t believe . . .  I  don't believe.” She then picks up the bottle 
of tablets, hesitates, runs to  the closet door and calls, “ Aunt 
Teresa ! Dear Aunt Teresa. . . . ”

The psychopathic aunt emerges.
“ Please, Aunt Teresa. . . . ”
The aunt hesitates — then walks unheeding to  the door.
“ For God’s sake, speak to me, Aunt Teresa! I t’s  Rose I ”
The door shuts.
“ Won’t somebody help me ? ”
She shakes the tablets into her hand, and attempts to  pray i 

“ Our Father who a r t . . .  who art. . . .  Bless M ummy and Nanny 
and Sister Marie-Louise, and please God don’t let school start again 
ever.” CURTAIN.

That sudden inexplicable relapse into a childhood prayer has to  
be witnessed in the theatre for its ineptitude to  be wholly appreciated. 
It is meant to be a splendid coup de the&tre but, like the aunt’s 
little oddity, it fails to convince, and for similar reasons. I t  is 
perfectly possible that a certain sort o f girl, in such circumstances, 
would, etc., etc. But Mr. Greene has failed to show us the linea
ments of the character which could conceivably behave in  so 
eccentric and neurotic a manner. The moment stands condemned 
as a gratuitous, startling ‘ effect ’.

In the final speech o f the play Aunt Teresa says “  Why shouldn’t  
I  sleep here? We're not afraid o f  the child. And there'd be no 
better room for me to sleep in fo r  ever than the room where Rose 
died.” Curtain.

And why on earth, one may ask, should that be so ? W hat is
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so inspiring about Rose’s suicide as to cause a revolution in the old 
lady’s sleeping arrangements ? The answer seems to be given a 
few speeches earlier when the priest says to Michael :

“ . . .  You loved her just because she was capable o f  despair. 
So did I. Some o f us are too small to contain that terrible tide — 
she wasn’t, and we loved her for that."

So there we are. Although both despair and suicide are, to a 
catholic, mortal sin, the fact that Rose’s capacity for despair drove 
her to take her life apparently makes her memory infinitely to be 
revered. The analogy with Chaplin again suggests itself: recalling 
the mawkish early scenes, we gather that we are expected to 
agree that there ws's something about this young life which was, 
sui generis, lovely- and terribly touching. Like so many people, 
Mr. Greene is at the mercy of a huge undefined abstraction of 
‘ youth ’ and ‘ innocence ’.

The most serious criticism of all is that this play does not convey 
any genuine conviction of the religious imperative, any real desire 
for Grace. Religion is conceived as a glamorous edifice in which 
to enact the fretful fugue of sexual unhappiness. No one could 
deny the rigour of that sort of unhappiness, but it is not necessarily 
made more pitiable or more important by being dressed in religious 
trappings.

As to performance, the finest acting in the world would not divert 
attention from the play’s ineluctable defects. It does not receive 
such a performance and it is one of those occasions when the play, 
by virtue of Mr. Greene’s rapidly increasing influence, is more to be 
considered than the players. In conclusion, I need hardly say 
that it gives the present writer no pleasure to manifest such unremit
ting disapproval as The Living Room has evoked. Neither do I 
think that it contains the whole of Graham Greene. There are 
passages in The End o f the Affair, for example, which show real 
sincerity and heart searching. One can only hope that, if  God 
fails, the gods will take pity on Mr. Greene and rescue him from 
his meretricious haven.
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THE FISHERM AN
by RICHARD MASON

I GOT OFF THE BUS at the little African village. Three;
thousand feet below lay the scorched plains of Tanganyika, 

but at this height, on the slopes of the great snow-capped mountain, 
we were in a different world. The countryside was as fresh and 
as green as England.

“ Where is the hotel ? ” I asked the native driver, and he pointed!- 
up a narrow earth road.

After a few hundred yards the road passed between white-painted 
gateposts into a garden. The hotel, a mud-and-wattle building 
with a thatched roof, was surrounded by gay herbaceous borders. 
It might have been a Devonshire inn ; and to add to the illusion 
there was an inn sign hanging outside. The name of the hotel 
was The Anglers Arms.

Inside the hall the nostalgic theme was maintained. Mackintosh 
capes and tweed hats hung on the pegs, fishing tackle and waders 
lay in the corners, brassware and sporting prints decorated the 
walls. There was nobody about and I  went into the bar, where 
huge illustrations of artificial flies were displayed like posters. 
In a glass case on the counter were all the varieties o f flies for sale, 
and behind the counter hung a  board of “  Piscatorial Honours” , 
recording in gold letters the names o f gentlemen who had dis
tinguished themselves with the rod. All around it. secured with 
drawing-pins, were paper silhouettes showing the actual sizes o f  
the trout they had caught.

The proprietor, whose name I  had heard was M ajor Sanders, 
entered from behind the bar. He was a m an o f about fifty, With 
a red face and a red moustache, and an  unmistakable retired-army 
air. He greeted me affably, and had already begun to  talk o f fish 
before he released my hand.
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"  You couldn’t have arrived on a better day,” he said. 
“  Splendid conditions this evening — you’ll find the stream boiling 
■with stuff. I should get up there right away. Got your rods ? ”

I explained that I was not a fisherman ; I had only come up for 
a day or two to escape the heat of the plains.

I realised at once how unfortunate was this admission. The 
light went out of his face, he looked at me with mistrust. He had 
accepted me naturally as a member of the freemasonry of anglers 
— but I was nothing of the kind. I  was an outsider. I  even 
feared for a moment that I should be refused accommodation, 
and then what should I do ? The bus didn’t return to the plains 
until to-morrow.

“ I was recommended to come here by Bruce Waterman,” I 
added, mentioning the name of a government officer with whom 
I had been staying.

“ Waterman ? ” Some of the warmth returned to his manner. 
“  You know Waterman, do you ? A good scou t! He pulled 
out a six-and-a-half pounder last time he was up here. Another 
few ounces and his name would have been on the honours board. 
Rotten luck on the fellow ! ”

So, as the friend of a sportsman, trustworthy at second hand, I 
was to be allowed to remain after all. He began to chat agreeably, 
and before long he was offering to give me lessons in casting on the 
lawn the next day. I thought it expedient to accept. Then he 
led me to my room, which was in a charming mud-and-wattle 
rondavel in a secluded part of the garden. He was on the point 
o f leaving when I remembered something Waterman had said to 
me, and I asked, “ By the way, who was John Hickson ? ”

Major Sanders looked at me sharply.
“ Hickson ? Why, has somebody been talking to you about 

him 7 ”
“ Waterman just mentioned his name.”

He had mentioned it that morning, as he saw me off on the bus. 
“  Try and get Sanders to tell you the story of John Hickson,” he 
had said, and when I asked why, his eyes had twinkled. “ It’ll 
amuse you. It’ll show you how seriously we fly-fishermen take 
our sport”

But now the Major looked reluctant to talk. He said abruptly :
“  He was just a guest we had here.” He nodded out of the 

window. “ His grave’s up on that spur.”
“  His grave ? ”
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“ Yes, he died here.”
“ Oh, I see.”
“ Well, I’ll leave you. Got all you want ? ”
“ Yes, thanks.”
He went off without another word, and I  felt rather aggrieved 

ithat Waterman hadn’t warned me to tread more carefully. I  
should now have to wait until I  returned to the plains and make 
him tell me the story himself.

There was an hour before sunset and I  set off for a walk up the 
-mountainside. I made for the spur that Sanders had pointed out.
It was farther than it had looked a t first. There was no path, 
-the gradient was like the roof o f a  house, and I  was gasping for 
breath as I  reached the top. But it was worth the climb, for the 
view from there was magnificent. In the evening sun the plains 
had turned a misty purple like the bloom on a plum ; and behind 
the spur, perhaps ten thousand feet higher and accessible only 
after a three-day trek, was the snow-covered summit of the moun
tain. It was now flushed with pink.

I looked round for the grave. I t  was a moment or two before 
I spotted it, although it was not six feet from where I  stood. I t 
■was completely overgrown. I  pulled the grass away from  the 
stone. It was a  simple stone, a foot or so high, and recorded 
briefly: John L. Hickson, D. 4th M ay, 1949. R.I.P. It had 
.evidently been there little more than a year, but the rains were 
heavy on the mountain, and the lettering was already weathered 
.and the stone tilted a t an angle. I t  was surrounded by the 
■excavations of ants.

My interest in Hickson grew. There could have been no finer 
spot for a grave on the whole of the mountain, i t  was a  resting- 
place fit for a hero — and what a  job  it m ust have been to  bring 
the coffin up that hill ! But then why such a curt dismissal on 
the stone ? Why the economical D. for D ie d ,? I t was like a 
peremptory wave of the hand. And why, if  he had been honoured 
■with this magnificent site for his bones, had the grave been so 
neglected ?

I let the grass fall back against the stone. Then I  noticed that 
the plains had turned grey, the last segment o f the sun had dropped 
from sight. Even as I  looked up a t the summit o f the m ountain 
the flush faded from the snow. D usk fell quickly so near to  the 
Equator, it would be dark in twenty minutes. I began the descent 
to  the hotel, musing about Hickson and regretting tha t I  should
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have to wait another two days to satisfy my curiosity.
But that night as I was finishing my meal Major Sanders came 

over to my table.
• “ May I join you ? ”

“ I should be delighted,” I said, somewhat surprised, for in the 
bar before dinner he had paid me little attention, and though he 
had introduced me to the other guests it had been with a suggestion 
of apology, as if expecting to be censured for admitting an outsider 
into their midst. They were all fishermen, and after a few polite 
words to me they had resumed their analysis of the evening’s sport.

“ You may have thought me rude this afternoon,” Sanders said, 
sitting down. “ The fact is, I couldn’t tell you about Hickson, 
without giving you the whole story. Are you interested ? ”

“ Very.”
“ Well, I’ll tell you. Even though you’re not a fisherman, it’ll 

mean something to you. It was just over a year ago, and Hickson 
arrived up here one evening like you on the native bus. He’d 
nothing with him except a small suitcase and his rods. I took to  
the fellow at once. He was about fifty, going a little bald, but with 
very bright eyes, and as a fisherman he was as keen as mustard. 
He told me he’d retired from business in England about twelve 
months before, and since then he’d fished nearly every stream in 
Africa. And, by Jove, there was plenty he could teach me about 
fly-fishing, though I’ve been at the game all my life.

“ Well, I  gave him a drink in the bar — he was just the sort of 
chap I like to have in this pub — and he had a look at the Honours 
board. At that time the record for this place wals nine and a half 
pounds.

“ ‘ I’d like to beat that,’ he said. ‘ Do you know, I’ve never made 
a record in the whole year I’ve been out here.’

“ ‘ You haven’t much chance,’ I  told him. ‘ I know practically 
every fish in the stream. I reckon there are two or three eight 
pounders up there, but nothing over.’

“ ‘ No harm in having a shot,’ he said.
“ * It’s too late this evening,’ I  said, because it was already half 

past six, and it was a twenty minute walk to the stream. ‘ The 
best time’s between six and seven. I  should hold on until 
to-morrow.’

“ He gave me an odd look. ‘ I don’t know if I shall be able to  
stay to-morrow. I’d like to get in a few casts to-night.*

“ ‘ Well, by all means,’ I  said. ‘ You’ll probably pick up
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something.’
“ So I took him outside and showed him the way up to the 

best part of the stream, and then returned to the bar. We had a 
dozen guests at the time, and the place gradually filled up as they 
returned from their fishing. The best catch of the day, as far as 
I remember, was a four pounder, and all the rest were twos and 
threes.

“ Well, at eight o’clock, just as the bell rang for dinner, Hickson 
came in. There was an expression on his face of almost childish 
delight. He opened his basket and pulled out his catch, and 
everybody gasped. We could see at a  glance that it was the biggest 
trout ever taken from the stream. I  estimated it a t about eleven, 
but it turned the scales at twelve and a half. And I  can tell you 
it takes a fisherman to pull out anything o f that size with a  
fly rod.

“ Well, we couldn’t go straight into dinner after that, and first 
there were drinks on the house, and then all the guests wanted to  
stand their round. Finally two or three of them, who hadn’t  
had an opportunity to do so, clubbed together to  buy some 
champagne. We got the boys to  push the dining-room tables 
together, and made a party of it, with Hickson in the place o f  
honour. We were all in fine spirits by then, as you can imagine, 
and there’s never been another evening like it in this place, before 
or since. After the meal we toasted the King and then Hickson, 
and a couple of witty fellows made speeches, telling some fishing 
stories which almost sent us rolling under the table, and paying 
their tribute to Hickson’s prowess. Then somebody got some songs 
going, and we ended by chairing the chap round the room  on ou r 
shoulders, singing ‘ For he’s a jolly good fellow !’ I  only wish I  
could describe his face to  you. I t was the face o f a happy m an, 
radiant, fulfilled — a man who had achieved an ambition. A nd 
by Jove, if you’d ever pulled out a twelve and a half pounder with 
a fly rod, you’d know how he felt 1

“ It was about midnight when everybody went to  bed. B ut 
I’m a late bird, I  usually do my accounts before I  retire, and it was 
over an hour before I  left this building to  go to  my cottage. On 
my way through the garden I noticed that the light in Hickson’s 
cottage was still burning. I  thought he was probably reading 
in bed. However, before I’d gone another ten yards I  heard a  
shot.

“ I stood still, not sure whether it was from Hickson’s cottage
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or not. Then I  went over and knocked on his door. There was 
no reply. I knocked again and then went in. Hickson was lying 
on the bed and the gun was still in his mouth. The bullet had 
gone straight through his brain and blown off the back of his head.”

Sanders stopped, took a red handkerchief from his pocket, and 
wiped his brow.

“ But why had he done it ? ” I asked. “  Did you ever know ? ”
“ Oh, yes. He left a letter, which he’d spent the last hour 

writing. It appeared that he’d planned to do it before he arrived. 
He’d planned it a year before, in fact, when he gave up his business. 
It was his own business, and it had failed, and he was left with only 
a  thousand pounds. He’d been looking forward to a quiet re
tirement, fishing of course, and now instead he was faced with 
starting up a business all over again. He decided he hadn’t the 
heart for it. He’d rather enjoy himself for a year, travel in new 
places, fish new streams, and bump himself off when the money 
was finished.

“ Well, at first I’d felt pretty annoyed. I  thought it was in
considerate of him to choose my hotel to do it in, I was afraid that 
it would give the place a bad name, and that the African boys would 
walk out on me — you know how superstitious they are about 
death. But after I’d read the letter I couldn’t help admiring him. 
Plenty of people have planned to spend their money and then do 
themselves in, but when the time’s arrived they haven’t had the 
guts. They’ve gone on ekeing out a miserable, penniless 
existence. But he’d made his plan and stuck to it, killing himself 
a t exactly the moment his money ran out. Or rather just before, 
because he’d left twelve pounds ten for his funeral expenses, and 
two for his night’s lodging and tips. The chap was really just what 
I’d thought him at first — a thoroughly decent sportsman — and 
though I’m not a sentimental fellow, it brought tears to my eyes 
when I thought of him catching that magnificent trout ais the last 
act of his life, and the joy on his face when we sang ‘ For he’s a 
jolly good fellow ! ’ What a glorious way to end one’s existence !

“ Well, as it happened the African boys didn’t walk out on me, 
and all the other guests, who’d thought Hickson a damn fine sport, 
rallied round magnificently. After the inquest— they said his 
mind was unsound, of course— we decided the most fitting place 
to bury him was up on that spur, not far from the spot where he’d 
caught the trout. And the procession was really splendid, an 
occasion in fishing history. We all carried our rods, making an
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arch of them over the grave as the coffin was lowered, and then 
instead of flowers we threw in flies (you know what pretty coloured 
things they are). It was an idea I’d had for my own funeral, but 
I wasn’t ever likely to beat twelve and a half pounds, and I  was 
glad to give him the honour first.

"W e’d already ordered a headstone from a local craftsman, 
and a couple of days later we laid it over the grave, ready to  be 
erected when the earth had settled. And though I  say it myself, 
the stone was a masterpiece. It cost us a good bit o f money over 
and above what he’d left us, but we’d all made contributions. 
It was a marble affair, with a  frieze o f fishes right the way round, 
and two crossed rods over Hickson’s name, which was picked o u t 
in gold letters. Underneath his name there was a  little poem 
that I’d written myself. I’m  not much of a  poet, I ’ve never even 
read the stuff since I  was at school, but I  suppose something about 
the occasion must have really got me. I  can remember it now :

“  He was a  great sportsman,
He caught a  record (12£ lb.) trout.
In the land where he has gone 
May he pull even bigger ones out.”

The recitation had moved Sanders, and for a moment I  expected 
to see tears come into his eyes. But he mastered himself, and 
added, “ It was only a simple poem — no fancy words or anything 
of that kind — but you could tell it was sincere. I t expressed 
just what we all felt — the fellow was a sportsman. And we were 
satisfied we’d left a memorial worthy of him.”

He stopped, and I  offered him a cigarette.
“ But I  don’t  understand,” I said. “ The stone I  saw wasn’t  

marble —* and there wasn’t a  poem on it. There was only Hickson’s 
name and the date of his death.”

Sanders’s eyes hardened. \
“ Wait a  minute. I  wish that was the end of the story, but it 

isn’t.
“ A few days after we’d laid the stone on the grave, one of my 

houseboys returned from a spot of leave in his village. He’s a  
reliable chap and I’d take his word for anything. He’d left here 
the evening that Hickson arrived, in fact on his way to his village 
he’d passed the place where Hickson was fishing. He’d noticed 
the chap crawling around on his hands and knees on the grass.
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And you know what he was doing ? ”
I shook my head. “ I’ve no idea.”

, “ Catching grasshoppers.”
“ Grasshoppers ? ”
“ My dear chap, if you were a fisherman you’d know there are 

some things a decent fellow doesn’t do. Using a grasshopper 
is the same as using a worm or a spinner — or throwing in a hand 
grenade for that matter. It’s just downright unsporting. We’re 
strict fly-fishermen up here, we’ve got our standards to maintain, 
and I’ve trained my boys to keep their eyes skinned for any bounder 
who thinks he can get away with a bit of monkey business. Though 
I’m glad to say the average fellow’s as straight as a die, and Hickson’s 
the only offender we’ve had since I started the hotel.”

I suggested diffidently, “ Perhaps he didn’t realise that grass
hoppers were unethical.”

“ Didn’t realise ? My good man, he’d been a fly-fisherman 
all his life. Of course he realised. Besides, we’d asked him that 
night in the bar what sort of fly he’d used, and he’d told us. He 
was making fools of us all. And what makes it worse, as a gesture 
of respect for his skill I’d carefully chosen the same sort of fly to 
throw into his grave.

“ Well, you can imagine what a shock it was to me when I  heard 
the truth. I’m a broad-minded chap, I  flatter myself I  showed it 
by the way I behaved over his suicide, but one’s got to draw the 
line somewhere, and I wasn’t going to let him get away with using 
a grasshopper. It made me go hot and cold to think of the poem 
I ’d written, singing his praises as a sportsman. Anyhow, there 
was only one thing to do, and I  did it. I  had the marble stone 
taken away, and the plain stone erected with the money it fetched. 
And I’ve not been up there since.”
. I  said, a little sympathetically, “  Poor old Hickson ” .

Sanders’s eyes stood out with indignation.
“ Poor ? My dear chap, you don’t seem to understand. The 

fellow was nothing but a common cheat.”
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LETTER
The letter printed below was received from  W. Douglas, -O.B.E., 

Secretary o f the Ulster Unionist Council, with the request that we 
publish it in the next issue o /T H E  EUROPEAN, “ to be fa ir to the 
North as well as to the South o f  Ireland”. A s stated in ourfirst issue, 
our journal is an “  open forum  ”fo r the discussion o f  all opinions.

Sir,
“ G.V.” in his article on “ The Problem of Irish Partition,” 

in your June issue, states that under the system of proportional 
representation the Nationalist minority in Northern Ireland would, 
of course, have been represented in the Belfast Parliament in 
proportion to their numbers. It may interest your readers to 
learn that the Nationalist minority is still represented in proportion 
to their numbers.

Here is a table showing the composition of all Northern Ireland 
Parliaments to  date, the members being grouped into the two 
main categories of those who expressed themselves as anxious 
to maintain the Union of Northern Ireland with Great Britain, 
and of those who on the other hand were avowed supporters o f a 
United Ireland outside the Kingdom and Empire. (I stress the 
fact that the first two Parliaments were elected under proportional 
representation.)

To support a 
To maintain . Non-British 

the Union Ireland Others
1st Parliament 1921 . . 40 12 - --
2nd 1925 . . 37 12 3
3rd , 1929 . . 40 12 —
4th 1933 . . 40 12 —
5th 1938 . . 41 11 '___
6th 1945 . . 37 13 2
7th 1949 . . 40 12 —

(N.B.—The figures given in the above table are for the composition 
of each new Parliament a t the date o f election.)

Lest there be any confusion regarding the present totals given 
above, I shall state the individual composition of the existing 
Parliament :—
To maintain the Union : 37 Official Unionists

2 Independent Unionists 
1 Non-Party.

To support a  Non-British Ire lan d : 9 Nationalists
1 Socialist-Republican 
1 Independent Labour 
1 Independent.

This is directly due to  several factors —  Eire’s decision to  become 
an independent Republic ; her pressure and attempts to make 
Northern Ireland part and parcel o f that Republic; the almost
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complete disappearance of the Unionist population in Southern 
Ireland ; the social benefits and the standard of living in Northern 
Ireland, which far transcend those in Eire.

G.V. follows the line of many Nationalist advocates who are- 
prone to turn a blind eye to the over-all election results, and to suit 
their own purpose would prefer to restrict attention to specially 
selected constituencies or to this or that particular group o f  
constituencies.

As an example we may quote their selection of the group of 3 
seats in County Fermanagh, with 2 Unionist Members (majorities; 
1,420 and 977) and 1 Nationalist Member (majority 4,084). By 
addition, the group shows a small over-all Nationalist majority" 
of only 1,687.

On die other hand one should remember that on totalling County 
Tyrone votes, we find that 2 Unionist Members each represent an 
average of 16,204 Unionist electors in the whole county, whereas 
3 Nationalist Members have a corresponding average of 11,924 
electors. Further, in the Imperial Westminster Elections of 1945 in. 
the combined counties of Fermanagh and Tyrone the Nationalists 
returned 2 Members of Parliament whereas the Unionists had no 
Unionist Members of Parliament at all.

Again the entire Nationalist vote in the 3 Fermanagh seats is 
only equal to the Unionist vote o f the single seat o f St. Anne’s  
in the Borough of Belfast.

G.V.’s description of Northern Ireland as a “  police State ”  is, 
to put it mildly, absurd. The ordinary law-abiding citizen in 
Northern Ireland is as free as any law-abiding resident in, shall 
I say ? London, York, Liverpool, or Cardiff. Circumstances have 
compelled the Government of Northern Ireland to provide special 
powers to deal with emergencies created by outbreaks of political 
disorder, but the twenty-six counties have been compelled to  do 
the very same thing.

The border between Northern Ireland and Eire, in the words 
of Lord Brookeborough, exists because of the ideological gulf 
which divides the two peoples. There are differences of racial 
origins, of religion and of political allegiance, and the three combined 
have made the separation of the two areas inevitable. Therefore 
there must be two Governments in Ireland. There are two 
Governments to-day and each has worked well in its own area. 
Ulster’s allegiance to the Crown is fixed and unalterable. Although 
Ulster and Eire cannot unite, they can be good neighbours — on 
this condition, that each recognises the right o f the other to  shape 
its destiny in its own way without interference. That is true 
democracy: it is also sound statesmanship.

Yours, etc.

W. D ouglas.
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